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A GANG OF HOODLUMS.
Disgrace the City of Covint-
ton and the State.
OVER-RIPE HEN FRUIT
Was Thrown at Secretary Carlisle as he Arose
to Address the People of Covington.
Covington, Ky. Oct. 23.—Hon. John
Griffin Carlisle, Secretary of the Treas-
ury of the L nited States. addressed the
citizens ofeovingtou atOddiellows'Hall
on the financial question, and was hiss-
ed and so frequently interrupted by
yells for Bryan that at times it looked
like he would have to leave the plat-
form.
Not only was he hissed and called a
traitor daring the speech, but as he
walked to the front of the platform he
was met with a volley of rotten eggs
and oaths, which completely blocked
the progress of the program for fully a
minute. 
Thelittle halt in which Mr. Carlisle
spoke will not accommodate more than
900 or 950 people, and last niget it was
packed with apparently respectable peo-
ple, but there were euougle disturbers in
the audience to create such noise as to
almost break up the meeting and suffi-
cient to forever disgrace the State of
Kentucky and the city of Covington.
Keutou county is the birthplace of
Mr. Carlisle, and Covington, the princi-
pal city and seat of government of the
county and second city in population in
the State, is his home, yet there are
enough people in that city and there
were out at the meeting last night who
so far forgot their own self respect anti
the honor of the State and city as to at-
tempt to insult the distinguished son,
who on invitation had come back to ad-
dress his home people, and by that act
they have disgraced their State and city
beyondredemption.
am the first twenty minutes of
Mr. Carlisle's talk the interruption was
so great that he could hardly be heard
by those closest to him on the stage,
and those respectable citizens who were
anfottunete enough to have taken seats
in tae rear of the hall made many futile
attempts to leave the hall. The Hon
W. H. MacKay, of Covington, presided.
He introduced Secretary
The Secretary started toward the
front of the platform slowly and delib-
erately, but the decent people being in
the majority with their applause in wel-
come to their distinguished fellow
townsman, in a measure drowned the
disapproving voices of the disterbers,
and it was hard to tell whether he was
getting an ovation or an insult was M-
ing offered him and the State of Ken-
tucky, as well as the Republic, but there
was doubt on this question but a mo-
ment.
As soon as the respectable element
had subsided with it. warm and hearty
applause to the speaker the mob broke
loose again, and as the Secretary began
to speak a volley of rotten eggs were
hurled at him. Fortunetele there were
but two of them which hit the plat-
form, and none of them came closer
than within two feet of Mr. Carlisle.
The eggs cause from all parts of the
house, most of them apparently from
the center, but the reople who saw and
knew what had been done and was be-
ing done—for the disgraceful action
was kept up for a full minute—
were so shocked that they knew not
what to do. and not a move was made
by any one to stop it.
As a matter of ',muse the gold stan-
dard advocates will attempt to make
political capital out of this disgraceful
affair—it is too good an opportunity for
them to allow to go by unimproved—
but DO sensible man will for a moment
think of holding the Democratic party
responsible for it. Every respectable
man—no matter to what political party
he may belong—condemns such con-
duct, and to hold anybody but the
hoodlums themselves responsible would
be exceedingly unfair.
Masonic) Grand Lodge.
The Grand Lodge of Kentucky Ma-
sons has seijourued. Yesterday after
noon by Past Grand Master Gerard .
Grand Master, Robert F. Peak, La-
gsauge ; Deputy Grand Master, R. H.
TI•ompoon, ,Louisville; Grand Senior
Warden, James E. Wilhelm, Paducah:
Greite Junior Warden, J. 8, Ramsey,
Owensville.
Senior Grand Deacon, W. Shelton,
Ca iipbellsburg.
Junior Grand Deacon, J. H. Ash
exalt
Grand Peirenivant, G. E. Townsend,
Bowling Green.
(.rand Sword Bearer, C. Al Bell, Bed-
ford.
terand Marshal, P. E. Kemp, Middles.
bore.
Standing Committees—Finance: H.
A. Holeman, Thomas Todd and F. W.
Spreett Appeals c F. C. Gerard, E. B.
Bea and J. W. Hopper.
'lb brand Lodge then adjourned.
Bouquet ier Kr. Wallis.
-ere will be a most sincere feeling
•gret among his frieude when Mr.
Free K. Wallis terminates his business
anu social stay in our midst. In the-
latter capacity he is one of the most
c rming and courtly guests whoruLex
'remit has ever welcomed, and in the
ii sr he is one of the most stirring and
4... .eafal insurance men in this part of
th - • tituary. He has received since his
on ••emg tp our:city, letters of most fiat-
e•; acknowledgement from hie chief
as Lettesville, which his friends hope is
a goon omen u- I only to him, but for
them, and means that he is to continue
business prospects here some time
longer.
A Successful Revival.
A big religious revival is ifs progress
at Ebeneezer church, East of the city.
It is being conducted by the Revs. Car-
lisle and Freeman. There have already
been it number of conversions, and sev-
eral additions to the church. The house is
crowded at every service. ,
Has Sold His Place.
Mr Wilter A. Wilson has sold his
farm near Wallonia to Messrs. E. E.
Wash and Frank Larkins. Mr. Wilson
has not yet decided what business he
will engage in.
Have Gone to Housekeeping.
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Sarkeant have
gone to housekeeping. They are emu-
pyingithe Omar Brown cottage on North
Main street.
PUSHED HIS FACE IN.
Robert Burrus Beats Up
Judge Brown.
SETTLED OLD SCORES.
A Sensaeonal Encounter Which Happened
Saturday Morning.
gat. morning Robert Burros laid vio-
lent hands on Judge Milt. D. Brown,
awl the latter is considerable disfigured.
Ilis teee is broken and his face smashed
For several mouths Burrus and
Brown have not been on terms of strong
cordiality. They haven't been speaking
es they passed by.
The origin of the trouble exisiting be-
ta een the two men is not known. Nearly
a year ago Burns moved from Pem-
broke to this city. He has been trying
to get a position on the police force.
Judge Brown did not want Burrus on
the force. He personally saw some of
the Councilmen about the matter and
wrote letters about it to others. He
stated that Burnie was not fit for the
place, and warned the Councilmen that
they would make a grevions mistake if
they should elect Burnie.
Burros heard this action on the part
of Judge Brown and went to him and
told him to keep his tongue still.
Burrus has never been a member of
the force. He has served occasionally
as a special policeman during the ab-
sence of a regular oflicer and on days
when there were big crowds in town.
Last week, while Officer Layne was off
on a vacation, Burns served in his
stead. He has not been on the force
this week. It was in the capacity of a
private citizen that he mixed up with
Judge Brown.
In Friday's. Fairview Review, an
article dated from Hopkineville and to
which the signature "M. D. Brown" is
attached, was printed. One paragraph
in the piece was as follows:
"The Mayor, Hon. Frank Dabney,
will persist in pensioning Bob Burnie
HANNA'S KITE IN THE STORM.
—St- Louis Post-Dtspatoh.
A BLACK BRUTE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW KRA]
Seymour, Ind., Oct. 24.—Peter
a negro who is well-known here, is now
fleeing forhis life, and there is a big
mob of enraged citizens on his track and
teey hope to overtake him before night,
and when they overtake him they in-
tend to have a necktie
party right on the spot where
they capture him. This morning the
black brute committed an outrage upon
the person of a little white hild, near
this town. The child was horribly mis-
treated and was terribly injured--so
badly injured that it is not believed
that she can possibly recover.
on the city by puttheg him on the police
force when there is no need of the ex
pease, to gay nothing of the annoyance.
Plenty of good men that live here, pay
taxes and have an interest in the wel-
fare ofehe city ate take would make good
policemen. Burros will never make
anything. He was given a trial at Pem-
broke and made a complete failure. It
is hoped the Council will elect a Mayor
next time that will take some interest
in the welfare of the people and the city
and not be controlled by the whims of
individuals to further their settieh intee
eats."
Shortly after seven o'clock Sat. morn-
ing Judge Brown was walking on the
East side of Virginia street in the direa
1•1-07.77
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground, guaranteed to keep fire all night and to
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in stock,
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking. They cure dyspepsia, economize in fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
ete.
FORBES 110 BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Feli,
For Instance, Our Low Prices
ON—
B ilding ateria'. Hardwan-, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
313.4k.G.Gr eiz• 1_ CLIkdiklEtialii;
ohtap
I tion or Seventh.
Humus turned the corner at Seventh
and started down the West side of the
!street. He saw Judge Brown. Walk-
ing rapidly up to him Humus planted
his list in Brown's face.
'on ! ( ! Murder! Murder! Oh
screamed Judge Bros n.
Before the other people on the street
realized what Was going on Brown was
hi3 beef; and Burns was hammerieg
his heat!. •Breens says that Brown fell
after the first blow. Brown says Burrus
struck him three times before he went
down. ,
Lee Morris and T. M. Feheundeon ran
up ni pulled Burrus off.
Judge Brown was almost too badly
used up to get on his feet. By the help
of a wheel of a buggy which was stand-
ing hear the curbing he succeeded in
pullieg himself up. lie went into
Layutes stelae and welshed himself. He
lost much blood. 'When • he finished
bathing he went to Dr. Beutly's office
and had his wounds attended to.
Judge Brown was formerly Judge of
City enure anti was a candidate for the
notuinatiou of Lieut•Governor on the
tie lee aith P. Wat Hardin.
Co. hilts. MARY H. RIVES.
5ioth.-r Miss Heine Ermine Rives
and Sister of W. E. Ragsdale.
Mrs. Mary H. Rives died at her home
at Lafayette Saturday after a linger-
ing illness.
She was the mother of Miss Hallie
Ermine Rivesethe talented young writer,
and a sister of Mr. W. E. Ragedale, the
well-known tobacco man of this city.
The funeral services were held at
the reedence of Mr. Ragsdale, on South
Main street, where the remains were
conveyed. The services were held at
12 o'clock. Interment took place in
Ilopewell cemetery.
The deceased was a woman of many
lieautiful qualities of mind and heart.
She was loved by all who knew her well.
She spent much of her time in Hopkins-
vine and had many friends here.
TEACHERS MET AND TALKED.
The Association of District No. 3 Held a
Session Saturday.
The Christian County Teachers' As-
eeeation, for Detriet No. 3, met at the
Jox School-house, near Bainbridge, Sat.
uornit.g.
The attendance wes larae, and nearly
ell of the trustees and a large uninber of
,atmile were present. Tho di.tricts ire
laded are Nos (3, 7, 13, is, 22, 25, 3e, 38
10, 46, 49, 54, 57, 59, 63. 63, 64, 67, 71 and
54,
The following program was carried
out:
Devotion il exercises.
Opening Address—Hon. J. W. Mor-
gan.
Response—Miss Berta Hirer.
Methods of Teaching Printery Read-
ing—Mrs. Nora Williamson, Miss Nora
'ireer and Mr.. Mattie Doss.
How much time should be givm to
.)ral Work? - Miss Georgia Thomas, J.
M. Calvin and Miss Georgia /Jolley.
How to secure and retain the retch-
een of idle pepils?—J. W. P'Pool and
W. W. Teague.
Recess.
The beet methods of teaching Compo-
iition—Misses Lelia Riser, Mande Blanc
Ind Helen, Wood.
How to ottain regular attendance at
-chool,- including a dievuession of the
Compuleory Law- lion. J. W. Morgan,
T. B. Walker tied B. C. Fuller.
Language it .irk in the district schools
—Miss Olie Morris and R C. Hopson.
Why saionld teachers be interested iii
attending Teachers' Association ?—L. W
Guthrie and Geo. P. Cranor.
Reception Day at Bethel College.
Tae ladies of Bethel Female College
will be at home to their frieurts Friday
afternoons and evenings of each %seek.
- -
Price of Admission Reduced.
The lecture cothunttee of the Hop-
kinsville Bible Association has decided
to reduce the price of general admission
to 35 cis. for each lecture.
INSTANT DISMISSAL
Is the Penalty to Be Enf)rc-
ed by Judge Caldwell
AGAINST OFFICIALS
Who Aitemrt to Coerce Emplo)es of Raia
rcads lhdir Control of His Court.
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 24.—The follow dig
letter has just been received:
St. Paul, Minn., October 20, 1896.
"The Editor of the World-Herald: I
have rereived your telegram reading
lion, Henry C. Celdwell, United States
Circuit Judge, St. Paul, Minn. Will it
be necessary for employes of corpora-
tions under Federal Court receivership
to vote for McKinley in order to hold
their places? Would you order investi-
gation made of complaint that a die-
charge has been made for political rea-
sons?"
'My answer is : It will not be nec
emery for employes of corporations un-
der Federal receiverships over which
have any control to vote for McKinley
or Bryan or any other candidate foi
a political office in order to hold thee
places. I would
ORDER AS INVESTIGATION
Of a complaint that an employe of tht
Colut had been discharged for political'
reasons, and if the complaint, upon in-
vestigation, appeared to be well-found-
ed, I would at once order the dismissie
of every receiver, general manager ol
other officer or employe of the Court
havinir anything to do with discharginp
or threatening to discharge employer
for political reasons, and it would los
sufficient ground for removing the re-
ceiver or general manager if they hac
reason to believe that such unlawful co-
ercion was being practiced or threaten
ed by any of their subordinate officers
or employes and took no seep to investi-
gate and suppress it. The foandatiou




Of every legal voter to vote as he chooses.
Any interference with this fundamental
right of the citiz oi by a Court would be
high crime, deserving impeachment.
and any employe of the Court who at
tempts to coerce other employes of tie
Court to vote otherwise than accordine
to their own judgment and threats oh
discharging them from the service et
the Court, or by the use of any illega
means, would merit and would receiv,
imitate dismissal front the service of tie
Court and without regard to his nue
' Or potation.
••Henryr. Ceenwere.,






He Writes Entertainingly of the People and of
the Place.
Laytoneville. Ky., Oct. 23, '96
After an absence of twelve years 1
visited this place Tuesday last. The
first shooting I did in Christian
county was at this place nineteen Years
ago. The good people of this neighbor-
hood will always have a warm place it
my heart. "When I was a stranger they
ma me in" (I don't mean that the3
filched me from everything I had) and
administered to my temporal wants. A
great change has taken place among
these good people. There are many
familiar faces I miss that are now
beneath the sod. Peace to their ashes.
the old school house is still standing
Within sight is a more modern building
which would be a credit to any section
of the county. North Christian is grad-
ually awning to the fr.›. and the time
ii not far distant when she will take her
place in the front row of citizenship.
While there are some of the Republican
persuasion, the great majority of the
people worship at the shrine of Jeffer-
sonian and Jacksonian temple of Democ-
racy. I would like to grasp the warm
hand of all My friends here but I have-
ue the time. God bless them is my
prayer.
On Tuesday th writer addressed the
free silver club at this place. A Repub-
lican came to answer him but after tak-
ing in the situation he changed his
mind. The silverites have always
courted discussion. but their adversar-
ies, the Republicans and the liannacrat
McKinlep Aid Society, will not meet
them. The fact is that their issues are
so opaque that they will not bear the
Roentgen X rays of bimetallism. I
would espectfully request all g. s.
Democrats to repent of the erne of their
way aud route out like DD.], mid vote
Sir Bryn,: and thus save the paega of a
future piety tenevience. Boys, if
tome back the doors of the church will
be opened and we will re-instate you.
On Noventber 3rd put your stamp under
the old Limiter rooster and by, thus do-
ing you will do your duty to yourself
and posterity. May the good Lord as-
sist you in making yoer decissiou.
Miss. Lou Senders,postmistress at this
place is ait efficient official. The mail is
received tri-weVkly.
Miss Ida Fyke, of your cety, teacher
of the public school here, is a young
lady of lire acquirements', and I am
fully convinced that she will give satis-
faction in putting a brilliapt polish to
the little rough diamonds committed to
or care.
' A protrected meeting has been in
progress for ten days at Ebenezer
Church, li-ar Pilot Rock. The pastor,
Parsou Cil I HAP, is a zealous young man,
and may 1.e be eniiiiently euxeseful iii
Met:easing his spiritual fold.
Mies Ora Barrow is conducting an in
t.-resting rehool at Perry's school-home
on the Letter road near Vaughn's
Chapej.
'Squire A. M. Henderson, M. A. Shaw
and J. S. Shaw will please accept my
thanks for favors I highly appreciate
May proere•rity continually follow them.
At Ebenezer I felt the warm gran) of
of Mr. Joe Meacham He is Ki years
old nud his good wife 83. Mr. Meacham
every year makes enough on his farm
to keep the wolf from his door. Luck
to you Uncle Joe, and may your decliu-
ing days he peaceful and prosperous.
Wit' Doling, residing near here, was
a member of Gen. Dukes' Regiment of
Morgias command, C. S. A.
Everybo ly in this section is for Bryan
aed 16 to 1. Tbe Lay tonsville Free Sil-
ver Club number one hundred and
twenty-flue. SQUEDuer.
REV. JJSLAII CARNEAL DEAD.
Oldest Methodist Preacher in the State,
and Father of Twenty-One
Childron.
Carneal, whose critical
illness was mentioned iu Friday'slisit.s
NEw ERA, is dead. He passed quietly
away at his home a few miles from
rrentou.
He was 87 years old, and was said to
be the oiliest Methodist preacher in the
State. He had a remarkable history. •
The deceased was the father of twen-
ty-one children, nineteen of whom are
living.
WAS CAUSED BY APOPLEXY.
Mr. Cross Wood, a Prominent Trenton
Citizen, Died Monday,
Mr. G. Cross Wood, one of the best
known citizens of Todd county, died
Mon. morning at his home in Trenton.
He had been confined to his bed see-
-rat days, but his ailment was not of a
haracter to give his family much mien-
-mess. The immediate cause of the
death was apOplexy. He received the
stroke at an early hour Mon. morning
and lived only a short time afterwards.
The deceased was a son of the late
Hardin Wood, and a brother of Eugene
Wood, of this city; Louis Wood, of
Chutsville, and John Wood.
For many years he was engaged in
farming near Trenton. A few years
ego he retired from business and moved
his family into the town,where he lived
up to the time of his death.
By his industry and clearheadedness
he amassed a considerable fortune, anti
leaves a family, consisting of a wife and
two children, well provided for.
Mr. Wood was honest and straight-
forward in all his dealings. He was a
very valuable citizen and his death
causes a vacaney in „the community that
not soon will be satisfactorily filled.
onow— -
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
ems chills and makes you well again.
it rids you of having them and builds
ip your strength. It is pleaesnt to
lake and gives you a warm delightful
reeling all over, instead of the iniaerable
.hivering. It is good for the mtomach,
coo, and peppermint is the best thing in
'he world fe the bowels. Avoid bitter
quinine pills that may make you deaf,
and have always handy in the house a
tmottle of Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill
Tonic. It's guaranteed.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
/KR. PIERCE AND MISS ADAMS WED
Were Joined Sunday at Ch:irch Rill
--Other Marriairec
A pretty wtelding service, uniting two
popular South Christian persons, was
quietly performed Sunday afternoon
at the home of the bride.
Mr. Willie S. Pierce and Miss Emma
E. Adams were joined in marriage in
the presence of a few intimate friends
and relatives. The officiating clergy
man was Rev. T. V. Joiner, of the local
Methodist circuit.
The bride is a pretty young woman
and a general favorite in the eominu•
nity. The groom is is prosperous young
farmer. Both reside in the Church Hill
neighborhood.
Although it was known that the
young people were sweethearts the
union was somewhat of a surprise to
their many friends.
Mr. Joseph C. Davis and Miss Minnie
N. Long, both of the Crofton vicinity,
were married by County Judge Breath-
itt Friday afternoon.
Mr. V. W. Crick and Miss Lydia
Height were married Sunday after-
noon at the home of the bride in North
Christian. 'Squire George Byers ter-
funned the ceremony.
Arbor Day.
By proclamation Gov. Bradley 1 as
named November' 16 as Arbor I ay.
Many trees will be planted.
Relative of the The President.
Uncle Pinkney Stevenson, one of the
oldest citizens of the county, died at his
home four miles north of Elkton Wed-
nesday last of a complication of diseases,
says the Elkton Progress. The deceased
had reoched the ripe age of 73. "Uncle
Pinkney," as everihody knew him,
claimed to be a nilar relative of Vice.
President Adlai Stevenson, and was a
good, clever citizen. Burial in Elkton
cemetery yesterday morning.
Circle Meeting.
The program of Fifty Sunday meet-
ing, Circle No. 4, to be held at Pem-
broke Nov. 28th and 29th, follows:
SATURDAY, NOV. 28.
10 a. m., Devotional Exercises- Eld,
S. P. Forgy.
10:3C a. in., China Missions—J. P.
Garnett, Elder A. N. Conch.
11:30 a. in , How to Cultivate a lees-
sitmary Spirit in Send y School—W. R
Dickinsou and Dyman McCombs.
2:30 p. 111., African Missions--Elds. J
A. Bennett and S. P. Porgy.
3:30 p mu , Lest Method of Collecting
Money foteMissions—Ell. J. G. Boss
and V. A. Garnett.
7:00 p. m, Sermon—Eh]. A. N.
Vardt man.
SUNDAY.
9:30 a. am., Address on Sunday School
Work—Prof. A. M. Hendon.
11 a.
in" 
Sermou—Elder J. A. BCD-
ue
An Atlanta Enterprise of Great Merit.
It affords us pleasure to call espevia I
attention to the advertisement of "The
Mothers' Friend," appearing in this
issue.
The BrailfiAl Regulator Co., of At-
lai.ta, Ca., have at great expense issued
a most attractive meritorious look
whit-h they mail free, containing infor7
illation of the greatest value and impor-
tance to all ladies expecting to become
mothers.
That the "Mothers' Friend" is a rem-
edy wonderful in its effects, and re-
lieves its expectant mother of incredi-
ble suffering and robs the final hour _of
confinement of its dread, pain and ter-
ror, is fully attested by the experience
of happy niethers all over this conti-
nent.
A perusal of the ',book will convince
any lady, and the use of "Mothers
Friend" cause her to become its enthts
sitatic friend, blessing the hour when
first she heard of it and was induced to
use it.
Send your name and address to The
Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.,
and receive in return, free, this excel-
lent book, "To Expectant Mothers,"
containing information of value to all
WHY NOT JOIN THEM?
A Suggestion Worthy of
Careful Attention.
THE TWO LIBRARIES.
It Would Certeinly Be An Advantage to Con-
solidate Them.
The Hopkinsville Public SL•hool now
has in its library about 1,500 well selec-
ted volumes. Many of them were given
by citizens, and about 300 good books
were donated by the 'Y. M. C. A. several
Years NV.
This library is certainly a great ad-
vantage to our school children, but is
necessarily limited in its scope. Now
there is no room nor need in Hopkins-
ville for tee) public libreries.
Last spring the Library Association
was organized for ttliZ purpose of open-
jog a complete public library here, and
already has quite a number of valuable
books and expects to nee all profits from
the lecture courses, which promises to
be a success, to buy more books.
It would certainly be an advantage if
suitable arrangements could be made to
consolidate these two libraries, and give
the children in attendance at the public
schools free access to the library, under
certain restrictions which could be
agreed on betweeu the School Board and
the Association.
Every citizen is directly interested in
starting a good public library here and
nothing should be allowed to interfere
with the 81100088 of the undertaking.
Under the constitution and articles of
incorponiten of the Associatien, the
library will always be a public library,
and can never pass under the control of
any sect or denomination, religious or
otherwise, and will, of course, cover a
wider field than the school library can
ever hope to do.
This matter is worthy the careful at-
tention of both the School Board and the
Library Association.
Ike Tree Remedy.
W. M. Repine, editor Tiskilwa, Ill.
-Chief," says: -We won't keep house
without Dr King's New Discovery for
Constimptioii, coughs hull colds. Ex
perimeuted with many othere, but never
got the true remedy until we 'used Dr.
King'. New Discovery. No other rem-
edy can take its place in our home, as
in it we have a certain anti sure cure
for coughs, colds, whooping cough, etc."
It is idle to experiment with other rem-
edies, even if they are urged on you as
just as good as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery. They are not asetoocl, because this
remedy has a record of cures and be-
sides is guaranteed. It never fails to
shanty. Trial bottles free at E C.
Hardwick's drug store.
DRUNKEIY FOOL'S DEED.
Shot at a Boy Who Hurrah-
ed for Bryan
AT PRINCETON'S RALLY
Southall s Flimsy Claim Lindsay is Tired—
Other Notes.
The silver rally at Princeton Siturday
was a big demonstration. A number of
Hopkinsville gentlemen attended. They
report that the rally was a great success
in every way.
Probably 20,000 people gathered at the
fair grounds. The parade was exten-
sive. There were nearly 2,000 voters in
line, besides numerous women, girls
and boys. The floats were handsome.
Seven speakers addressed the crowd
from various parts of the grounds.
Among those who made speeches were
Hon. J. T. Johnson, of South Catolin
Hon. C. T. Allen, of Missouri; Hon. C.
H. Blackburn, of Ohio, and Judge J. P.
Tarvin, Democratic elector for the
State- at-large.
The barbecue dinner was well-prepar-
ed and there wi s an abundance of food.
Only two things happened to mar the
the pleasure of the day. An old woman
fell from the grand-stand and broke her
leg.
A small boy who was in the crowd
listening to one of the speeches yelled
"Hurrah Bryan." A man named Greer,
a drunken Republican who was stand-
ing near the boy, pulled a pistol and
fired twice at the little fellow. (Ireer's
aim was bad. One of the balls entered
the hip of an old man and the other
passed through a young man's ham'.
Greer was arrested.
The appointments of Democratic
speakers to-day and to-morrow are as
follows :
FRIDAY, OCT, 30.
Newstead, 7 p. m., Chas M. Meacham
and J. T. lianbery.
SATURDAY, OCT. 30.
Crofton, 1 p. m., Chas. M. Meacham
ceutly when he conceived the idea of
try.ng to elect Franks to Congress by
fooling the Populists into toting for
him, thereby destroying .he fusion as
entered into by the Populists and Dem-
ocrats. The Populists are all onto Mr.
Southell, Franks and Briggs, and they
will vote solidly against the candi-
date of the schemers."
The Scientific American gives this re-
cipe, which the whole world ought to
,know: "At the first indication of diph-
theria in the throat of a child make the
room close, then take a tin cup and pour
into it a quantity of tar and turpentine,
esinal parts. Then hold the cup over a
fire, so as to fill the room with fumes..
The little patient, on inhaling the
fumes, will cough up and spit out all the
membranous matter, and the diphthe-
ria will peas out. The fuines of the tar
and turpentine loosen the matter in the
throat, and thus afford the relief that
has baffled the skill of physicians "
Following the precedent establish-
ment at the Columbiten Exposition in
Chicago, there will be held at Paris dur-
ing the exposition a great variety of
congresses for the discussion of all man-
ner of questions of universal interest.
One of these bodies will consider the ad-
visability of making a complete change
It is proposed to abandon altogether
the present astronomical calendar and
to adopt one which will be framed
from a strictly practical and commer-
cial point of view. By the proposed
new institution, year will have twelve
months of exactly twenty-eight days
each and one of twenty-nine days the
latter to have thirty days in leap year.
With this system the days will come in
each year always on the same date,
January 1 being on a Monday, as also
will be the sth, 15th, 224, and so on.
It has been already objected that' if
this is to be the same for each year, the
week in which the 29th day of the thir-
teenth month falls will be obliged to
have an extra day with a new name.
William J. Bryan and Win. McKin-
ley, Jr., were last candidates 'for elec-
tive office on the Milne day, Tuesday,
Nov. 4, 1890. Both were then candi-
dates for Congress, as both are this
year candidates for the Presidency.
Major McKinley received 19,737 votes.
His Democratic opponent received 20,-
Hanna: "Say, Grove, he'll be giving n4 a whirl next."
Carlisle -I've been there! Oh, I've been there!"
—Rooky Mountain News
and W. E. Ragsdale.
Haddock's School-House, 7 p. m., W.
E. Ragsdale,
Dogwood Chapel, 1 p. m. Dr. J. D.
Clardy and W. E. Wartield, Jr.
Kelly, 7 p. in., Dr. J. D. Clardy and
W. E. Wartleld, Jr.
Putman's School-House, 7. p. in,, W.
J. Withers and T. J. Morrow.
"Mr. Pettit," said a Messenger repre-
sentative to that gentleman, "have you
any objection to giving your views con-
cerning the Southall candidacy for Con-
ti/Teas :
Surely not," he replied; "but I
thought it was practically settled by the
correct decision of.Jadge Wathen. No-
body can question the right of Mr.
Southall to become a candidate for any
office, and by proper petition have his
name entered upon the poll books; but
that he should claim the right, under
the circumstances, to have his name
placed upon the poll books under the
lawful device of the People's party is
too flimsy for serious consideration. It
is a reflection upon the intelligence of
that party to even discuss the question.
and not a member can be fooled in this
election by recording his vote in the
wrong column. The People's party has
never put much faith in names of par-
ty; it has sought the ingrafting of cor-
rect principles in government. They
will vote to a man, I think, in Nevem
her for the candidate for Congress who
°ppm e the gold standard and the issu-
ance of currency to the people under the
national banking system Personal con-
siderations and former injustices will
weign slightly in the presence of the
vital issues that confront us. Then re-
member : That the members of the Peo-
ple's party are the best °duetted people
in this district upon the issues dividing
the opposition to the Republican party."
—Owensboro Messenger.
A Frankfort special to the Cincinnati
Times-Star says
Senator Lindsay has become disgust-
ed with politics and will restire to pri-
vate life at the close of his-present
term. This conies from a source so close
to Senator Lindsay as to practically
amount to an authorized declaration
from the Senator himself. It has been
known among Senator Lindsay's select
friends for some time that he regretted
having given up ha magnificent law
practice for a seat in the Senate, and he
has lately told them that that the bick-
erings of politics have become so dis-
tasteful to him that he welcomes the
close of his term, when he proposes to
eschew it for good and all. tt is said
that he has at times grown moody over
the matter and expressed a desire to re-
sign. The only public tunbitiou which
Senator Lindsay covets, so his friends
say, is a place on the Supreme bench,
where his labors would be more in line
wi- h his tastes and attainments,
"Southall is not a Populist," said
Capt. Sam James to an Owensboro Mes-
senger reporter. "He has not affiliated
witlethe Populists since 1892, and he
voted for Hardin against T. S. Pettit.
He is pretendieg to be something which
he is not. No longer than yesterday I
I asked him in the presence of John Mur-
lphe and several other witnesses', if he
I voted for Hardin, and he oonftessed that
he did. He has been an unknown factor
n all the Populist meetings since lista,
and has made no pretentious to being a
Populist since that year until very re-
e,
05P. Major McKinley was defeated-
-William J. Bryan received in his dis-
trict 32,376 votes. His Republican op-
ponent received 25,663. Mr. Bryan was
elected.
Beclvia's Arnica save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cube
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rhetue,
Fever Sores, Totter, Chapped Hands
Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satiefacion or money refunded.
Prife fib cents per box. For Sale by P
C. Hardwick Hopkinsville KY.
Attempted Robbery at Gracey.
The L. & N. and 0. V. depots at Gra-
cey, Ky., were broken into last night
for the purpose of robbery, but the
thieves were unable to find hardly
enough in either place to reward them
for their trouble, says the Clarksville
Chronicle. In the former a bucket of
butter, which had been placed there for
shipment to Clarksville to-day, was all
the booty they could secure, while a few
coppers in the cash drawer at the latter
place was the only thing missing. No
clue to the guilty ones has been found.
That Joyful Fee'Ing
With the exhilarating sense of renew-
ed health and strength and internal
cleanliness, which follows the use of
Syrup of Figs, is unknown to the few
who have not progressed beyond the old-
time medicines and the cheap substi-
tutes sometimes offered but never ac-
cepted by the well-informed.
Free Silver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papers in connectiou with the Vi'EEKLY
NEW ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY NEIN ERA. $1.25.
St. Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (genii-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, (all three) y.00.
Reward For Powers Body.
The Chicago police department has is-
sued a circular offering a reward of POO
for the recovery of the body, or infor-
mation leading to/the recovery of Al-
bert Be House Powers, of Owensboro.
Mr. Powers, while making a visit to
Chicago, disappeared under suspicious
circumstances, and his relatives have
not since seen or heard from him. He
was engaged in soliciting for the Cuban
reli fundeto which he made a personal
contribution of $500 a few days before
he disappeared, and foul play is sue-
INEFFICIENT JAILER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER .0
Louisville, Oct. 26.—Six more prison
era have boen allowed to escape from
the Jefferson county jail through the
incompetency of Jailer Watts. They
spent a day or two making It hole in Hu
wall of their cell, and through this
aperture slid on ropes to the ground
and escaped at dark yesterday after-
noon.
Rheumatism Cured In • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for tilieumariam and
Neuralgia radii-all) curiae in 1 to 3 days
its action upon the system is remarkable
and myeterous. It removes at once the .
cause and the disease immediately di,: Ybs he-
appears. The find dose greatlo benefiti "lb
75 oents• Sold by R. U. Hardwick Drug-
gist HopkinsvilLe.
A GREAT MAN GONE.
Ex-Speaker Crisp Died in
Atlanta Yesterday.
WAS ILL FIVE WEEKS.
Had Beer Sullertno From Fever, pig Heart
failiet was the Immediate Calite
Atlanta, Ga., October 24.—Charles F.
Crisp, ex-Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives. died here yesterday after-
noon. Mr. Crisp has been an inmate of
the Sanitarium of Dr. J. B. S. Holmes
in this city for sveral weeks, suffering
from malarial feeer. His condition had
been reported as very low, but no fatal
conclusion to his illness had been ex-
pected so soon. When a rumor got
atitoad several days ago that he was
sinking, it was vigorously denied at the
Sanitarium where it was given out thee
he was getting better.
Mr. Crisp was the ehoice of the Dem-
ocrats of Georgia to succeed Senator
e
John B. Gordon in the Unxed States
Senate and would have been cluesen to
that position by the Legislature at its
approaching session had he-lived_
Gov. W. Y. Atkinson, who haa just
been re-elected chief executive of Geor-
gia fer a term of two yeare, is promi-
nently mentioned as successor to the
Senatorial seat, which would have been
Mr. Crisp's had he survived.
His untimely death throwi the politi-
cal situation into a chaos, and makes
the choice of &Senator a matter of great
uncertainty. The Legislature is- almost
unanimously for free silver, however,
and whoever is named will go an advo-
cate of that policy.
The immediate cause of his deitth was
heart failure. Mr. Crisp had been in
intense pain all day. Every feW minu-
tes he would suffer greatly. But no dan-
ger MILS feared at such an (early moment.
His wife, together with a sentient=
nurse, Miss Sharp. was watching Itt his
bedside. At about a quarter of two
o'clock Mr. Crisp was'seized vti h an-
other attack and quite euddealy he
passed into the calm of death. ' The
watchers saw it and sent down saint
for Dr. Holmes, Judge Crisp's two sous
and two daughters were quickly sum-
moned. When they entered the room
he was still conscious. He gave them a
boa of recognition, breathed a few
times and died. He could not speak
Mr. Crisp's death, while apparently
thus so sudden, was not unexpeet vi by
the physicians who have been witching
his health. He had been decal:ring for
several years. His last illness, hOwever,
was immediately occasioned by an at-
tack of malarial fever which be con-
tracted at his home, Americus: a few--
weeks ago, bet which itself yielded to
treatment when he came to Atlaata. He
was considered convalescent and only
last Sabbath had ridden out. But when
renewed health seemed within view, he
was attacked by congestion of the lungs,
which, added to the weakness of the
hangs and heart, caused by two prerious
attacks of pleuro-pneumonia, resulted in
his death.
At 7 o'clock this morning the body of
the distinettishedGeorgian was removed
from the Sanitarium to the State Capi-
tol, where it will lie in State until 7:30
o'clock to-morrow morning, at which
hour it will be -taken to a train and
borne under appropriate escort to Amer- f.
ictus, Mr. Crisp's late home, where the •
funeral will take place to-morrew at
at 3:20 o'clock.
ALL RECORDS BROKEN
[ SPECIAL TO NEW mu
Louisville, Oct. 26.—All records have
been broken by this year's nominations
for the Kentucky Derby, Clark Stakes
and Oaks, which have just been closed
They are as follows; Derbyl 17e
Clark, 158 ; Oaks, 119.
A NEW ARCHBISHOP':
[SPECIAL TO NEW KRA)
New York, Oct. 26.—A press cable
gram from London says that the Rt.
Rev. Frederick Temple, Bishop of Lou-
don, has been appointed Archbishop of
Canterbury and Primate of all England,
succeeding the late Most Rev. Edward
White Benson. The new Archbiehop is
75 years old.
BEGINNING TO GET OLD.
[sPectsi TO NEW ERA]
Washington, lad., Oct. 24.—Mrs. A r•
denia Taylor. who W18 one hundred and
nine years of age at her-last birthday,
died at this place this morning. There
is no doubt wbatevar as
to the correctness of the record of Mrs.
Taylor's birth, as the bible in which
several generations before and after her
are recorded is in the poises/sloe of the
family and can be seen by anybody de-
siring to lookat it.
CUT INTO MINCE MET.
[sPitcLa To NEW Kea] -
Chattanooga. Oct. 26.—A bruttal mur-
der occurred yesterday morning at
Daisy, a mining village near this city.
A negro named George Pierce decoyed
a negro women from her hope, and
with 1( butcher knife literellY cut her
into mince meat. It was one of the
most dastardly crimes committed in this
county for years. It is stated t ha' the
monster actually thrtest his hand into
one of the gaping wounds and squeezed
the blood froin the dyine woman's
heart. Jealously was the inciting cause.
The officers am hot on his trail. and he
will surely be caught.
DIED WHILE PRAYING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Oct. 241,—Mr. R. Y: Moore
dropped dead while leafing; in prayer in
a-men's prayer meeting at the Beptist
Church at 11:40 o'clock yesterday. Mr.
Moore was one of the oldest citizens of
the town aud a devout Christian gen-
tleman.
MORE TOLL-GATES BURis.
[SPECIAL To NEW ERA).i;
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. S.—Thiee more
toll-gates were destroyed SaturdnY night
in Franklin county, ani the keepers
notified that if they attempted to collect
airy more toll the houses w mild be



















/Icy Era Printing & Publish'gCo
HUNTER BOBO, President
111FfICE.:-New Era Building. Seventh
Street, near Main, Elopkinsville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the poatorfIre in HopkInsville
as second-class mall Illiativr.
• J11_,  
Friday, October 30, 1896.
- AlIVIIITISING RATES: -
One inch, Irst insertion I Su
Owe inch. one month.  SW
int, lac h , three lawn Ws  ale
Oise Inch, six months    sou
One inch. one year 150U
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the orrice.
'transient walyrrtialug must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for y.earty advertisements will be
csuilected quarterly.
All advertiselateuts Inserted without spec-
teed time will be charged for until otdered
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths.
not exceeding five lines, and notices of
prsachIng published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respeet,
and other similar notices. dye cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATES: -
The W SMELT Saw Ett and the following
paper one year:
Cincincinnat I Enquirer.  $1
Weekly St. Louis Republic  I T5
Semi- Weekly tilone-laquocrat.  I 7a
Weekly Nashville Sun.   I 75
Home and Farm  1315
C411:11Ir DIRECTORY.
i • Clam? Court-First Monday in Jame
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QICANTINLY COURT-Second Mondays
in Jan•aar7„ April, Juig and October.
FISCAL IlL'ET-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Ocorev Counr-First Monday in every
month.
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CARLISLE AND THE EGGS.
A great deal has been said about the
incident that occurred at Covington last
Wednesday eight-the throwing of eggs
at Secretary Carlisle, and the gold. bugs
have accused the silver Democrats of
having instigated the deed, and are try-
ing to make political capital Out ef the
matter.
When a lawyer or a detective starts
out to find the perpetrator of a deed the
first questMn that arises with him te
wham interest was it that this should
be done, who would profit by it? Ap-
plyiug this question in this case, the
answer is that it was clearly not to the
interest of the sever Democrats, that
they would have beesi great aloes to
have done it, or to have had it done, but
in the case of the gold-bugs, the an-
swer is very, different, as they could
profit by it. As Mr. Carlisle was their
own man,the gold-bugs mighthave done
this witheus being suspected of it, pre-
tend that the silver Democrats did le
end in that way make capital of it---and
there are thousands of people all over
this country who believe that that is
just what they did do, and
they have several reasons for believing
it. First-on the morning of the day
on which Mr. Carlisle spoke preen dis-
patches were sent all over the country
haying that Mr. Carlisle wouu) an ia-
terrupted in various ways by the silver
Democrats when he began to speak. If
the silver Democrats had intended to do
so, is it likely that they would have ad-
vertised the fact in advance! Is it even
likely that they would have let the gold-
huge know that they intended to do it!
Well, Dot hardly. Again, the news of
the affair hardly hld time to get over
the country before here came eircitlaset
from New York setting forth the antis
M length, accusing the silver Dernocratr
of being responsible for it. and begging
the voters id view of that fact to sup-
port Mr. McKinley. The while
and especially the State of Ken-
tucky, has been fooled with These cir-
culars, which many people think were
prepared in advance of the egg throw-
Any m in who will think the matter
over will see that the silver Democrats
would not have been fools enough to
have done a thing which could not have
possibly benefited them, but which, on
the contrary, would do their cause great
harm. go then if it was not done by
the gold men, who alone had anything
to gain by it, it must necessarily have
beau the work of hoodlums acting,, On
their own resporisibilley, not instigated
by anyone.
To charge this matter to the silver
Democrats and hold Mr. Bryan respon-
sible for it is foolish, and no sensible
Lean ought to be -taken in" by the
trick-tier do we believe that they will.
The whole affair is a Republican trick,
rotten up for the purpose of catching
thoughtless voter*.
Stamp under the rooster's feet.
TIME AND MONEY WASTED.
Hanna has thrown away a great deal
at time and money and done a tremen-
dous amount of hard and dirty work in
a cause that his judgment ought to have
told from the start was a hopeless one,
and probably nobody in the entire coun-
try-not even excepting the two candi-
dates themselves-u ill be glader when
the polls close next Tuesday evening. It
Is a pity that so much hard work should
have been done in such a Lame cause, in
an effort to enslave nellions of people
who are struggling to earn enough to
enable them to keep soul and body to-
gether. This campaign will go down
in history uot only as the most despica-
ble, but the most bare-face attempt ever
made by the money-power of any coun-
try te force the people by their own
votes to enslave themeelves for all time
to come. Hanna deserves ths curses of
.every man who has ts toil for a living-
and he is getting them, too, in a great
measure. McKinley, poor fellow, is
amply a figure-head, a tool.-1franna
and the gang of platex•ratetthst he rep-
resents are the real enemies of the pe. -
plc, they are thennen iaho are attempt-
ing to bind the people hand and foot in
order that they may rob them at their
pl allure and, we were about to say to
their h -art's eonteiff, but that %tonal be
rong, as not one of' that gang has a
heart.
Nobody ought to be surprised to hear
Republic-ens praise Grover Ch•velend.
Me extended the silver service sham so
as to leave nearly three-fourths ef the
offices in their hands for life, and now
wants a civil pension law so as to pro-
vide fir them when they leave office
after a given number of years' service.
Wh n Republican shylocks of wall
street had earplug; mill:ons to invest, he
hinted Wilds for their benefit-selling to
them privately. Ile ha; done every-
thing Republicans %%silted hini to do,
even to making a speech for the Repub-
lican nominee for the Presidency. Praise
him ! Well, if the Republieame did not
praise Grover Cleveland they would
show that they were as much strangers
to the feeling of gratitude as he hits
shown himself to be by his course to-
ward the party Mit made him what he
is to-day.
II•afiess Coolant •-• Cored
by local applications, am they cannot
reach the di eased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness
and that is by eouditutional remedies.
Deafness is caned by an inflamed eon-
tenon of the inteseis lining of the Eus-
tachian Tube. When the; tube gets in-
flamed yen have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing, and when it ts en-
tirely (leered deafness is the result, and
unless the intlamation can be taken mit
sad this tube teetered to its normal con-
dition, hearing will be destroyed for-
ever; nine cases out of ten are caused
by catarrh, which is nothing hut an in-
&Arnett condition of the mute ins surfaces.
We will give one hundred dollars for
any case of deafness r,catievel by ratarrhl
than can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Care. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & COd, Toledo, 0.
fee4 by druggists. The.




While the School Board of Wiuneg-
bago county, Iowa, is bdrnieg corn to
save emit, people continue to drop deadt
from hunger on the stteets of New I
York. And Wm. McKinley continued
to run for President on the theory that
there is an over-production of corn in-
stead of an .underproduction of money
needed to move the corn to the market.
The Coal Trust, of which:Mr. Garret A.
lbobart, the Republican nominee for Vice
President, is one of • he chief officers
and stockhelders, is respimsible for the
price of coal being higher than the price
of corn. Mr. Hobart.; trust recently
made a big advance in the price et coal,
as wieter was approaching and the peo-
ple were about to be pieced entirely at
Its mercy. Put Mr. Bryan in the White
Hwrie, and the trusts of ell sorts will be
bah...ken up, and each concern will have
to run on its own merits itud the compe-
tition created in that %eke will give die
entire country all the neeessaries of life
at reasonable prices. But if Mr. McKin-
ley be elected there will be many new
trusts organized in the *ear future and
the people will be oppressed and robbed
as they never have been before.
Stathp right- under the rooster's feet
next Tuesday.
THE WALL STREET GANG.
Wall street was never known to look
out for anybody's interests but its own,
and in tIr darkest days of the war.
when it booked as if the Union could
not survive, the money-slinks of Wall
serest Waded and besewe immense*
wealthy oa the necessities of the Feder-
al Government. Abrahams LiaocIlsi felt
that their conduct was qntrageous, and
on one occasion said in public; "I wish
that the head of every devilish 'Wall
street shark was shot of." These
same Wail street sharks are to-day light-
ing against the interests of the masses
of the people, and Willittm Iff•Kinley is
their representative, and if he gets into
the White House will de their bidding
in all things-issniug bonds whenever
they have any surplus money to invest.
The Wall street gang can only tihurish
at the expense of the masses of the peo-
ple, therefore, it behooves the people to
defeat the candidate of that gang.
Stamp right under the reader's feet-
and let 'er go at that-as that votes the
entire ticket.
Here is how Creelman. the toted cor-
respondent of the New York World, de-
scribes William J. Bryaa's wonderful
campaigning In the doubtful Middle
States. It is descriptive of the recep-
tion ace orded him in Indiana on the day
he closed his campaign in that State:
As the train neared theWesteru St ction
of the State the crowds grew larger and
more purely Democratic. Mr. Bryan
and his wife tIrrew bushels of flowers
from the end of Mn' train. At times die
demonstration of the crowd reached the
point of adoration. Men' who could not
reach his hand touched his coat, legs
and feet. Some of them yelled till team
ran down their cheeks. Many were hys-
terical. Mark the political crusader as
he moves aleng the wild proceasion-a
tall man iu a well-worn coat, with a
dusty soft felt hat pulled down over hie
trevel steeped face, has eyes burning like
coals of fire, and his head and his power-
ful pre stlike face radiant with hope and
courage. Around him swells the defiant
shriek of his followers that Wall street
shall not prevail against the people!' "
Stamp under the rooster's te-I--that'.
all that's necessary.
If silver could ruin the oonntry as the
gold-bugs claim, why did it not do it
daring the eighty-one years in which
the country was on the hi-metallic
basis? From a handful of thinly set-
tled colonies in 1192 we got to be in 1873
one of the most prosperous and power-
ful nations of the earth, and during all
that time we had the bimetallic system
of currency. The stubborn facts of his-
tory contradict the assertions of the
gold-bugs.
To vote the Democratic ticket "Irom
eend to eend" all you have to do is to
stamp immediately antler the feria the
rooster.
•
Bvery Democrat who knows of any
man who has not yet made up his mind
as to how he shall vote head Tuesday
should take the time to give him the
many reasons why the election of Mr
Bryan is necessary for the welfare of
the country, and use any other honora-
ble means to indece him to vote for the
man who is so valiantla fighting the
people's battle for them.
If Hanna should be elected to the
Presidency he wouldn't do a thing to
the artist that has been making , the
Hanna cartoons for the Democratic
Campaign Committee! Oh, no! The
artist %%Dula. however, find it very
healthy to pack hi• roller-box and erni
grate to some far-off clime before the
4th day of March.
If you favor an American financier
policy for :kale-means, then stamp im-
mediately under the feet of the reoster
when you go to vote nett Tuesday.
_ Alma
It appears that Caere is a big wagon
loei of girls out at Sioux Falls who are
all tagged "No gold-bug need apply."
If the Sioux Fells boys Sr the boys in
any free silver town anywhere. are shut
out by such tags, we will say to them
that there are several exagen oads of
girls in Pidekinsvelle who dime wear
any tags at
_de
Why should a Keetacky Democrat
aid McKinley in any %vary? A Demo-
cratic vote for Pelmet: and Buckner
counts one • vets for SteKinley, as it
A-elide-us Mr. Bryan In that extent,
while a vote direct for McKinley
amounts to two against Mr. Bryan, as
he loser; one and hie opponent gains it.
Did you ever- notice that the pluto-
crats deny that there are any classes in
ttlie country, and then ie the very ii, at
breath flerllso tle Donee-rade party of
trying to array the maides aganist the
classes. Hardly consistent. eh?
If you think thatJe,neings
Bryan would make a bitter President
thee would Hanna and McKinley,
stamp under the rooster's feet next
Tuesday.
All workingmen who leek that their
wages are too high ought to vote for
McKinley, as be and Ilanna would, if
elected, see to it that wages were
greatly reduced in all lines.
• .
The Republican majority in Christian
county ought to be teemed lit-at 'reef-
day, and it will be if every Democrat I
will de his whole duty from now mitil
the close if the polls.
__rdeeedder•e•
Probably the letter that Toni Watson
wrote to Chairman Butler is like ,the
letter that Henry Watberson wrote to '
Grover Cleveland three or four years
agu-never written.
Every Democrat in Plopinneyille and
Chridean (vaulty simnel pat la every
are moment between now and nert
lesday trying to de mautelliug for his
Paler
Christian county's portion of the Han-
na corruption fund arrived more than
a week ago, and the bower are, conse-
q neatly happy.
McKinley is still silent in regard to
the trusts. HO is the alive of the trusts
now as he must be if ;elected ta the
Peesidency.
e.
The only argument that tho Republi-
cans are nevi depending upon to aid
them next Tuesday is ••boodle."
Hatinaee last act iii to be an attempt to
buy the officers who Lave the counting
of the vulvae •
THE CAMPAIGN.
The campaign that the Democrats
have couducted has been a most a on-
derf id one in view of the fact that they
have. had so little motley a ith is Will to
do it, all the rich men a•ho have hereto-
fore furnished the patty with campaign
funds having gene over to the Republi-
cans. The Democrats have, however,
been aides! in a great measure during
this campaign by the Populist party and
the Silver party, both of which organi-
zations emiutadned national committees
and distributed literature beating on.
the questions at issue. The Silver
party, or rather the Bimetallic League,
has leen sending out literature bearing
on the silver qnestion for the past three
or four years, and ley that means the
Sunth and the middle-West were in a
great measure educated on that matter
long before the present campaign eeas
inaugurated,-the wprk had been going
on silently, but none the less effectivt•ly
for a long while. The Republicans had
millions of doMars with which to con-
duct their campaign, but they had one
difficulty to contend wall that the Dem-
ocrats did not have, -they had to, be-
fore beginning to educate their people
up to the single gold standard idea,
first undo the work of a good many
years, as the party leaders had always
taught them that the coinage of silver
was a good thing for the country. Both
parties had always up to- the meeting of
the St. Louis convention been more or
less in favor of a more extended use of
silver in our currency system-no politi-
cal party in this country prior to the as-
sembling of that conventv Ma . iug ever
dared to openly favor gold monometall-
ism nor wouhi the Republican party
hay • done as this trine if its leaders had
not been forced to do it by their masters
in Wall street, who refused to put up
any campaign funds unless it was (lone,
and so, for the sake of spoils-or rather
tee hope of spoils-the party, which has
aiweys been against the masses of the
I oi le, began to advocate a policy that
ei.-ant absolute slavery for everdboely
•areept the capitalist, and that being the
'age it's no wondt•r that the party is de-
pending entirely upon a campaign fund
of fifty millions of dollars to give it the
victory wl(ich its avowed currency poli-
cy a ill certainly prevent it from getting
exceet by purchase and which we do not
beltei"e that it can even Purchase.
The campaign on the Democratic side
was pitched on a high plane, and has
been conducted in a clean, honorable
and able manner, appealieg to the intel-
ligence and patriotism of the voters,
while on the Republican aide it is ac-
knowledged by everybody to have been
from its very inauguration by far the
most corrupt and demoralizing campaign
that the Republican national leaders-
always unscrupulous-have ever con-
ducted since the organization of their
party. Not only has the Republican
Campaigu Committee made the capital-
ists try to force their e.mployes into sup-
porting McKinley, but they have insul-
ted the voters of the country by openly
,declaring that they intended to buy
them on election day. The civilized ua-
tions of the world look on in ratetnish-
merit at the corruption prectieed by the
man Hauna, and it is not at all surpris-
ing that they do, for the like was never
b fore seen in this country-as tee peo-
ple have neve-r before rebelled against
the money powers,but hay 'quietly bow-
ed their necks to the yoke, which has at
last become unl.earable. It is to be
hoped' that another such campaign as
the Republicans are now vontluoting will
Lnever be IK-ela in this country again.
So long as the single gold standard
SW left undisturbed the Shylocks of
Wall street did not care particularly
which party was in power, but as soon
as their gold was attacked, they at once
turnetl to the Republican party, because
they knew they could dictate a policy to
it, as it had done their bidding a hen
they ordered sliver demonetized in 14;3,
and had always be-'n at the command of
capital whenever it needed assistance to
get advantage of the mimes of the peo-
ple. The mere fact that the Republiwn
party ha e always, without a single ex-
ception,been found on the side of the cap:
italists, the plutocrats, it does seem that
it ought long since to have been sufficient
proof to the plain, common people, the
toilers in every field, that it could not
possibly be to their interests to support
that party, because their interests are
diametrically opposed to thaw of the
capitalists, and, therefore, the Fame
party sould net serve them both at the
same time, but wetild naturally serve
the more powerful uaster-which a-ien
'!-Ie politician a eiways the capitalist, RN
• L. ,31'tse rem.ey to make the mare go."
Take the world over and it will be found
that the political party to which a large
majority of the capitalists belong is not
tht• party for the laboringmen, and it
ought to be the easiest mutter in the
world for the laboring men to see why
that is true. *
When Hanna goes to bay the offit •rs
who are to count the votes all over tlie
United States, he'll find that there me
more honest men than he ever supposed
there were. Hanna ha neen so fteCtia-
tomatl to buying men in ull walks of
life that he has come to the conclusien
that all men are for sale.
- - - -
The Republican party would make no
change in the present condition of • af-
fairs. They say so tio•mselves. They
simply intend to pursue Cleveland's
gold policy-borrowing money on bonds,
increasing greatly the national indebted-
ness, and, of course, timed will grow
harder.
When the people are all at work the
country will be prosp.•rous, but they
will never all be at work as long as the
single gold standrd is maintained, but,
en tile contrary, the great army of un-
-
THEY ARE SERENE.
employed will continue to increase at a Democratic Managers Are
rapid rate. 
Confident of Success.
Who ever heard of gold making an
open, fair and square fight? Every vic-
tory that it has gained in the past was
gained under cover and in the dark. GOOD NEWS RECEIVED.
elle gold standard was fastened upon
this country by fraud.
We are st•nding $200,04X).000 in gold
to England annually, to pay interest.
This is equal to the entire output of all
the gold mine.; in the' world. We pay
them, and then borrow it right back
again.
When you go to the polls n.'et Tues-
day just stamp the X inside of the
eqeare and iunnediately under the
ro 'miters feet.
The British capitalise' would be great
fo ds to agree to an internatioutel slit er
policy as long as they can held us go d
feud 'maw millions upon millions of et l-
iars interest from us.
Every ruillionaire tax dodger, who
perjures himself in giving in his per-
sonal property tax schedule, regards the
income tax as class-legislation, says the
Evansville Courier.
Labor pays all the iuterest on the
bonds that the gold standiud forces the
government to ovine, aud which the Re-
publicans want to continue to issue for
four years more.
Make it your business to see every
doubtful voter before the election.
Work while you can to save the coun-
try from falling deeper into the power
of the Shylocks.
No countreewith the natural resources
that the United States has ought to be
filled with idle men, and it would not
be to-day if silver haid never been de-
monetizt•d.
If the single gold ttundard is such
goal thing for the country, a hy is it
that its advm•ates me afraid to use ti.e
esrd "gold," but inetead talk of -sound
wouey ?"
- The Republicans are doing most of
the figuring, but the Democrats will do
most of the voting, and the voting is
whet counts.
When you vote next Tuesday all you
have t do if you have the welfare of
the country at heart is to stamp the
crose imide the square and just under
the feet of the grand old Democratic
bi d.
Bryan's gold-bug exterminator mill
certainly "do up" the gold-bugs, even
the mere mention of it frightens them
almost to death.
Every man, lie matte, what his poli-
tics, acknowledges that a change is
needed. Then why vote for McKinley.,
he doesn't propom• to make any changes?
William J. Bryan) is the true friend of
labor. Let workeigmen stand shoulder
to shoulder in tht•ir support of the man
who is fighting their battles.
•
The election of McKinley would be
followed by a general reduction of
wages.
Win. J. Bryan is marching on to vic-
tory. Let every Democrat hold up his
hands.
--ere=  
A vote for Bryan is a vote for the
sound and honest money of the Consti-
tution.
Bryan's election will bring prosperity
to the country at once.
B.' ceitain to see that your neighbor
votes.
If you are tired of seeing Uncle Sant'
go down on his tilers before John Bull
and beg him to lend him sonic of his
large supply of gold, you can say so by
etamping nnder the feet of the rooster
next Tuesday.
The"free silver craze" is not dying
out to any rt•markaele extent.
41.
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The singe gold standard wilt finally
bring i &atonal bankruptcy.
Vote as yoll pease; nobody else need
ever km ow how that is.
Vote for au American currency eye-
tent.
DOW II NA it:, no 0 y.
Loose clothes and downy etahiorie
bring only a negative sort of comfort to
the woman who is suffering with tome
.iisease or deningernent of the (weans
Ilietinetly feminine. Some clethee anti
some positions mike the pain and the
ei.coinfort s.-iii hes. Perhaps the
nerve*: are most affected and this in turn
eisturbes the digestion Nothing will
I•ver complt toly relieve bnt a radical
cure. The start of so-called "female
complaints" linty be a very slight thipg
indeed. It may be. that in the begin-
ning some small hygienic measures
would step the trout•le. Certainly at
this time, a little bit of the right medi-
cine would stop it. When the trouble
heconiee a-ore it is harder to cure, but
;still it can be coral. Dr. Pierce's Fu'-
rite Pieseriptien a ill positively cure
eny trouble id this character. It may
alaiolutcly reliee upen. It affords
hating relief tl, it \\ (WW1 a Mete natural
modeety has kept her from eousulting
Send 21 rents in ondeent stamps to
World's Dispensary Medical Alisoeia-
tion. Buffalo, N. Y., and receive Dr.
Pewee's Pea page "Common Sense Med-
ical Adviser," profusely illustrated.
- FREE
.31.1170 S!
AN [LEANT BUTTON TREE
with each package of
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPPORTUNITY -TO MAKE
A COLLECTION OF BUTTONS
WITHOUT COST.
 .2:•,r..1=1W150:0 1‘.1
Jai Alla •••• •.••••••••••••••••••11.
It is Believed By the Leaders That
Will Receive Over 300 Electoral Votes,
Chicago, Oct. 28.-Chairman Daniel
J. Canipan, of the Democratic National
Campaign Committee, ham eeeived tel-
egraphic reports from each State Chair-
man in the Union, giving estiniates
based on the last information as to how
the different States will record their
votes on next Tuesday. This is the last
formal report that will be made. by the
chairmen of the differe-nt State commit-
tees. Mr. Campau said:
"The Democratic National Committee
waits the result of next week's °lectern
with serene confidence. Wm. Jennings
Bryan will be ele tee by the largest pop-
ular majority given any President in a
quarter of a century. He will have
more than 360 votes in the electoral col-
lege. Our reports from the mid 11e
Wt•steru States show the effect of his
wonderful campaigning tour through
them.. his majorities will be increased
by many thousands as a result of his
great journey. Illinois, Michigan, In-
diana, Iowa, M 'intermit are absolutt•Iy
safe, and our (bailees of success in Ohio
and Wisconsin are more than flettering.
The ever rising tide of euthusiasut for
the great cause and the great It•acier of
the common ptople a ill sweep those
States, along with their sisters already
won. •
-Senator German, one of the most as-
tute political b•adere of the Union, guar-
:tutted us Maryland. Our reports from
lieetacky are thut Republican monop-
oly and Democratic freemen will be out-
voted by more than 4. ,000. The des-
perate and despotic effort to coerce is
doomed to dismal and humiliating fail-
ure. The solid S.,utli and the silver
West will join hands in impregnable
alliance at the polls. The great middle
West is with them ill au enviatile union.
Our interpid leader is sure to get a mag-
nificent vietory.
-These States will give their votes for
him without a shadow of a doubt: Ala-
bama, 11; Indiana, 15 ; California, 9;
Florida, 4; Idaho, 3; Kansas, 10; Louis-
iana, 8; Michigun,4 ; Id issisaippi,9 ; Mon-
tana, 3: Nevada, 3; North Dakota, 3:
South Carolina,9; Tennessee, 12; Carat)
; Washington, 4; Wyoming, 3; Arkan-
sas, ; Colorad,p, 4; Georgia, IS ; Mewls,
24; Iowa, 13; Kentucky, 13; Maryland,
5; Minnesota; 9; Missouri, 17; Nebras-
ka, 8; North Carolina, 11; Oregon, 4:
South Dakota, 4; Texas, 15; Virginia,
12; West Virginiii, 6. Total, 283.
"In addition, our chancel; for success
in these States are far better than those
of the Republicans; Deli-ware, 3; Ohio,
2 ' ; Wisconsin 12. Total. 3e.
"It has been a long, hurd, campaign.
but the people's cause has never mime:
in its steady march' to victory. Success
is now in plain sight. The brag slid
bluster of the Republican National
Comtnittee in claiming 350 electoral
votes is shown in the inclusion in their
oitiniatee of such States es Texas, Idaho
Utah and Montana, where the majority
for Bryan can only be measured by con-
sidering almost the whole voting popu-
lation for him."
Reports from everywhere are exceed-
ing encouraging. The Campaign Com-
mitter has reports from all the Statee.
The chairman of the Democratic COM'
mittee of each of the following States
report that Mr. Bryan will carry them




Florida, 10,000 to 15,000.
Kansas, 40,000, Silver Slate ticket
wil. also be eleeted, and certain of six
Congressmen, with good fighting
••hance for the otht-r two.
Louisiana, not less than 40,000 and
dilad delegation in Congress.
Minnesota, 20,000 to 25,000.
Mississippi, 75,000.
Missouri, not less than 25,000.
Montana, not less than 12,000.
Nebraska, as polled, shows 15,593.
Nevada, fully 10,060.
North Carolina, 30.000.
North Dakota, 3,000, and silver mem
will t•lee t the congressman and a ma-
jority of the Legislature, e leek will
have to elect a United States Senator.
Oregon, form 3,000 to 5,000.
voted be made can reduce it much if
any, below that.




South Dakota, fr om 5,000 to 8,000.
usual majori-
ty -pornewhere in time neighborhood of
30,000.
Washington, at least 1e1,000.
Wyoming, not hiss that 1,500 andeeos-
sibly 3.009.
West Virginia, rot less than 8,000.
Maryland, Senator Gorman is satis-
fied that Bryan will get fully 3,000 to
5,000.
Iowa, very close, bu the Democratic
State leaders believe that it will give
Bryan a majority, though not a very
largl'eePwoHIP'Ork, Elliott Daeforth, State
Chairman, says that he believem that
Bryan will rec ive 50.000 majority US
the workingmen are all for him.
Michigan will, beyond the shadow of
a doubt, give Bryan a large majerity.
All the precincts in thirty mantles have
been polled and showed that an average
of sixteen Republicans in each precinct
s' ill vote for Bryan, and also showing
majorities for Bryan ill twenty-eight of
the thirty Counties. If that average
holds good in the rt•maining counties of
the State-and it is more than apt to-
Bryan's majority will be 36,000. This-
forces that have uuittel upon Bryan
have always east a majority of the votes
at former Presidential elections, tht re-
fore, the Republicans base no grounds
upon which to base hopes of success.
Alex Troup, Chairman of Connecti-
cut, says that the workingmen in his
State are nuanimous for Bryan, but that
as they are wearing McKinley buttons
in order to retain employment, the Re-
publicans are eounting them for McKin-
ley He says thud t past party affilatioes
will not cut any figure with the work-
ingmen, but that they will vote solidly
for Bryan. There is a surprise in store
fertile Republicans. We will elect two
Congressmen-one of them in the New
Haven district, where the Yale students
were KO limiting to Mr. Bryan.
W. II. Iiiiirichseis, chairman in Me
Mere says that the corrected poll of
nearly every county in that State shovel;
a big gain over the first poll, due in no
small measure to Bryan's speeches in
Unit State. No doubt of a large Demo-
cratic majority in State outside of Chi-
eago, and we are now confident of car-
rying that city. Making allowance for
the doubtful vote, we can ceunt mi a
majority of 30010 for Bryan, while Alt-
geld's majority for Governor will be
much larger than that.
P. M. Martin, chairman of Indiana,
nays the situation in that State %vas
never brighter, and that Bryan will
sweep the State by a big majority. The
free silver men will also elect a large
majority of the Legislature, which will
have to choose it United States Senator
to succeed Senator Voorhees. The sil-
ver men will also elect nine and probe
bly all of the thirteen Congressmen.
The silver Republicans outnumber the
bolting gold Democrats three to one.
Kentucky, Alabama, Tennessee and
Georgia, which are all for Bryan, are
'nut given, tor some soma! A
solosomormammarommoomeinni••■• 
SOME MORE EGGS i 
Eder „I tint Y. '-I g
. l With the exhilarating sense of retiew-
1 e.d health mid strength and internal
i cleanliness, avhich follows the use of
'5)-rep of rape is unketeen to the few
Chicago, Oct. 25.--Mr. Wm. J. Bryan ' who have net progreesed beyond the old-
time mediciues and the cheap eulati- iarrived in this city last evening and has
' tut -s sometimes offered but never ad •
begun to make the very hardest fight of .cepted by the well-informed. I I1
his entire campaign, as he realizes he
must carry Chicago in order to be cer- Married Last Night.
teen of Illinois. I Mr. John 1'. Burnes and Miss Mollie
1M. Dunning, a popular North Christian
There was a big parade yesterday •
:couple, were inarrit•el last night at the
eveniug in honor of his arrival in the
Mr. Brian 
r city. The most sensational incideht oc-
curred as the parade was paseing the
corner of Michigan avenue and Monroe
stret-te, where a number of eggs were
thrown-from the windows of the Met-
ropolitan Business Collegte-at Mr.
Bryan, who was accompanied by
his wife, and while the candidate and
his wife escaped the hen fruit, members
of the reception committee, men•hing
beside their carriage, were bespattered
with golden stains-making them ap-
pear as though they had huge golel-bnit
badges watered here and there over
ile•ir coats. Several of the eggs fell so
far short of Mr. Bryan's carringe dust at
number of the spectsitors on the, side-
walks had their clothes decorated with
the old gold. Several member-A
of the Cook County Marching
Club, who 'were in the procession.
were struck by the eggs, which greatly
marred the beauty of their Prince Al-
bert coats and glossy black ties.
BOUND TO GO HIGH.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Oct. 27.-"The Corn Re-
view," a paper that is regarded as the
best authority in England. in speaking
of the grain market in its issue of this
afternoon has a long article on Ameri-
can wheat. The Review says that in
view of the crop conditions of Europe.
India and Australia, American wheat is
bound to go to a very high price in the
year future.
The farmers that have held their
wheat will be paid for their trouble.
IN LIEU OF CASH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Oct., 29.-W. M. Hoyt, of
the film of W. M. Hoyt & Co, import-
ers and le holteale grocer!, presented to :.-.- e 0 e's*.‘•
Mr. Bryan yesterday a house and, twe '• Sol. .4.‘...`,4
lots in Liecoln, Neb., in lien of a cash .• . d .. V ...je:
contribution to the campaign fund. In ' di $..:V44 -‘.•..1‘4
his letter Mr. Hoyt scored the gold :::..L46:6*:**.
standard and declared that although ht ., Ge....Ne• 7:‘.  %,
is rich in real estate, he is poor in cash : d • ‘0%.1.'et
• 6 .... 4 d ei7li
Chairman Jones, who a-ill sell it and
put the proceeds' into the Democratic , " . 0 e • • 1
Mr. Bryan turned the deed Over to II. : :,c.,:i:....
• • ' ,1Z • t:ti
canipaigen fund. The moperty is e etti ..'1.•...2.•:::‘,.......:4•..
about $1seee ..
; ; ...- • Leel ', 6%6,
• 6 e . me ,  •
t e 7.
. le. V
. A . • • •
. • . •
i  '
.4% °el. V•A.‘ • • *
!,:is:s. 11 • • /. r $ ..
home of the l•ride, near Crofton.
Moped to Paducah.
Mn. (ins 11. Baker and Miss Midis
Bond, a popilar Princeton couple, well- I solifTHINC NEW •
Come and compare Qualities Styles AND PRICES and be convieced that is to your interest
to buy where you can obtain strictlydsliable merchandise at lowest possible prices.
knee n the cite, eloped to Paducah, -
yesterday afternoon and were married.
Mr. raker it in the dry goods
r.•0••••••••••••••~4•04.
An Expert -3
clean-slur never uses urn -
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ress oodc this 
Always
ine. Black and Fancy
•-- • Sake, Silk and Wool and All
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and Staple Dress Goods in black and color-
ed. The newest thing in the market in Drees Trimmings.
CAPES and JACKETS. My stock of Capes and Jackets Is LARGE
AND WELL ASSORTED amid
Prices is Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have a MAGNIFICENT STOCK of Men's,
Ladies' and Children's Underwear and jiosiery
to select from. mid you will also find nu her of Blankets, Carpets. Rugs, Mat-
ting. Oil Cloth teed Liuolemn ammo every other line of goods in nay 'tore well as-
sorted and up-to-date. Be sure you see my goods and get prices-before buying.




(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Oct. 29 - %flouter kill-
ing has 1•een added to the liet4derimer
caused by gambling. In this city this
mornieg Tom Morris and Ed Mattheus
engaged in the seductive game of
"seven•up," and after playing for some
time they fell out and quarrelled about
some point in the game and a fight tee
sneci during which Matthews was kill-
ed ty his antagoniet. Morris e-as
promptly arrested and is now in jail.
INDIANA FOR BRYAN.
tosPECIAl. TO 14111,14; ERA
Indianapolis, Ind.. *Oct. 21. -Chair-
man Martin, of the Denex•rittic State
Campaign Committeep ehas just com-
pleted the second poll of the State, and
he now announces that Mr. Bryan's
majority in Indiana will be thirty thous-
and, and that even if the Rep.ublieaus
could get every doul tfol vote in the
State they could not defeat him. The
poll was made by. precincts, and is St
very accurate one.
- -
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With a better understanding of the •
teal ilLs. which vanish befere proper ef- , - •, • -
torts-gentle efforts-plea.eaut efforts- 'te •
rightly directed. There is erneleirt in. • ..•
the iillotyledge. that se many forms oi • s
eickuess are not due to anv actual dis • • "
ease, but simply to a constipated condi- 6
tiou of the system, which the pleasant .6„. • OlIS 6.a •
family laxative, Syrupof Figs. prompt- , •  • ̀e _
y removes. That is why a as the en iy
erinedy with millions of families. and is
everywhere eeteenied so highly by all
•vito value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy wieeh promotes iaternal
eleannuess without debilitating the • '• • .. •
oreans 011 which it acts. It is therefore e
all important, in .oriler to get it-s bene-
ficial effects, to note when you par- I $ ▪ *
elude, that you have the genuine arti-
ele. which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and bold by
all reputable drug•gists.
If in the enjoyment of geed health.
and the system is regular. laxativee or
elier remedies are then not needed. If
ifIlicted with any atter° disewee one
:nal' be c.aumended to the m•et
)11;a:eland but if in us-c' r.f a laxative.
eell-infoerned everywhere. Syrup of
wed and gi*ep, rue,' wetter.' ball:" faCL3011,
we shonld have tne best, and with the
transient nature of the many phys- -
New Goods'! New Goods.
Has Them In Endless Varieties.
Just in From the Eastern Markets.
"Closing Out Prices':
Still Contintp..I....
st.),.h. is 1), ing ri duced rap-
hi hut there are lots of
Good Things
kist 3et in ebthing and hats.
You will save
50 Per Cent.
By bu3ing these goods now.
They must go and the soon-
gq• ou (...mt. the better selce-
t ion 11)11 will find.
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We lilt down the bars, we take
• off the bridle, we turn things loose
o and open up a free-for-ail in selling
• that will brealoliprevious records.
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Happeniygs In and Near
HopkinSville.
The Farmer's Congress.
Th call for tile next animal meeting THE CORRECTED LIST.
of the Farmers' Nati snail Congress se as
issued to-day by President B. F. Clay-
ton, Ii &Lim:Iola, Iowa, and Se cretary
John M. Stahl, of Chicago. The meet-•
Officers Appointed to Serve
ing wilt he held at Indianapolis, lute,
November 10-13. The regular dele-
gates from each State are one from
each Congressional district, aud two at ,
large, appointed by the Governor of the: •
DOINGS BOILED DOWN 
State. TO BE HELD TUESDAY.
Concerning Mr. Wood.
Concerning the death of Mr. G. Cross
Wood. the Elktou Times says:
Illmies Si Cossiderable Hems! Picked Up tit- "Mr. Wood had been in falling health 
Heavy
for some time, and those who knew his
Reporters.
condition never expected to see him
well again. A stroke of apoplexy was
the immediate cause of his death.
Last Sunday's edition of the New
York Herald mut:tined the folio% jug
announcement :
••Liestiee-Otaveit.-On -September
30, at the Church of the Holy Counnun-
ton, 20th at. aueath ay., by the R v.
Dr. Monet, Mary A. Oliver. of Shef-
field, England. to Charles Alexander
Lipetiue, of Hopkinsville, Ky"
When Mr. Lipstine left liopkiuseille
several weeks ago he informed some of
his friends that he expected to marry
soon, "me did not give the name of the
lady nor the date of the wedding. The
Herald annonueerneut was the first in-
timation that his friends had that the
marriage had taken place.
+ + +
In mentioning the death of Rer,
Josiah Carueal, the Clarksville Times.
says:
The death of Mr. _Carneal removes
from the walks of life an interesting
character. He was 87 years old, and
for more than fifty years had been a
minister of the gospel, though only in
• the capacity of a local preacber, never
having identified himself with a confer-
ence. He was the father of twenty-one
children. uinetesen of whom are still liv-
ing. He enjoyed a larger circle of ac-
quaintauces than airiest any one in the
&ate not before the people in a public
capacity. and was beloved and honored
wherever known.
+ + +
Hon. P• indexter Dunn, of Arkansas.
will speak at the court-house Saturday
afternoon at one o'clock in the interest
of Bryan and free silver. He is said to
be one of the most eloquent and con
wincing talkers in the country.
t++
Trigg county had a queer marriage in
the vicinity et Cerulean Spring'. Thurs-
day evening, says the Telephone. Mr.
John Bingham and Mrs. Polly Mays
were nuited in the holy bonds of matri-
mony by Esquire Guthrie, at the resi•
denee of Mr. John Miller. His age is
thirty, aid she is his [second wife, while
her years number fifty-four, and Ur.
Eitighant I. her third lintehatel. As
alma am tee eel-enemy was* fliilsliøil the
happy bridegroom jeyfully "soured a
hymn book situ lifted his eluel vides itt
longtime the loco tile time wows thereto
coutaiirod.
t+t
The Teachers' Institute of Hopkins-
villa will meet at the Clay street school
at • eeekick u. in . Oct. 31st, 1896 The
following program will be rendered:
The Presidential Election of 1840-
Maw Harriet Dietrich.
Chars Exercises, Gymnastics-Mrs. E
W. McKenzie.
How Beet to use the Examination
Questions Foued in Educational loon
duteous-Ms-see Donaldson, McDaniel,
Walker and Graves.
Methods of Child Study-Miss Mary
Walker.
Home and School.
The Parent's Duty in the Education
of the Child-Mrs. Rosa M. Bramham
What the Parent Should not do-
llies Julia Arnold.
The History of Education.
The Quiney Schools-Miss Ruth Penn.
The 8- hi ols of the Jesuits-Mr. C. T.
K:rk pat rick .
From Ascham to Milton-Miss Lelia
Mills.
Question: What Educates the Child?
-Sentence answers by all teachers.
The public is eterdially invited 'to at-
tend this meeting.
PERSONAL POINTS.
Sam Hardwick is very mach improved
and nearly well.
Mr. C. W. Garrott. of Longview, was
here yesterday.
Miss Minnie Jones, of Cadiz, is visit-
ing relatives in the city.
Judge J. D. White, of Bartle ell,
Democratic candidate for the Cutlet of
Appeals, is in the city.
Dr. E. C. Anderson is very sick frem
typhoid fever. Mrs. Audersou fit threat-
ened with the same uisease.
Miss Georgia Williamson, e ho has
been siek for several weeks, is much bet-
ter and will be out in a day or FO.
Mr. J. T. Rives, of Garrettsburg, a as
in town Monday.
Mr J. F. Dixon, of Ho-sell, was here
Monday.
Dr. Forgy, of Elmo, was in the city
Monday.
Mr. R. S. Fields, of Elmo, was here
Monday.
Mr. Will Ragsdale went to Lafayette
yesterday.
Mr. M. D. Boone, of Kennedy, was in
the city Mouday.
Mr. Dick Wilson, of Graces-, was in
town Monday.
Dr. J. P. Paine, of Pembroke, was
here this week
Miss Ruth Penn visited her parents at
Cerulean Sunday.
Mr. Toni Waddlington, of Gracey,
was here this week.
Mr. G. E. Royster, Jr., of Kennedy,
was in the city this week.
Miss Cecil Holloway, of the county,
was shopping in the city this week.
'Squire Tom Barker, and Mr. C. C.
Carter, of Kennedy, were in the city
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaughn, of
Fairview, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. D
R. Perry on South Campbell street.
Mr. W. H. Boyd, of the county, wa.s
here Wednesday.
Dr. Finis Grace of Kirkmansville, was
in town Wednesday.
Mr. T. G. (belies, of Newstead, was
in the city this week.
Mrs. J. B. Radford and daughter, of
Pembroke, were In the city Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glass, of the
county, were shopping hereWednestlay
and Mrs. Dock Waddlington, of
Crlaeottia, were here tots week.
Messrs. W. H. and J. A. Southall, of
the Pee Dee neigelborhood, were here
Weeluesdae.
Messrs. Tom Jackson, P. H. Cook and
V. Pennington, of Barker's Mill, were
here this week.
A warded







Penalty for Failure.Without GoodCause.
ta Discharge the Duties.
Following is the corrected list of the
oflieere who vs ill serve at the election
next Tuesday. Any officer failing to
perform the duties of the office unless
for good reason, shall be fined from $25
to $500:
Hopkineville, No. 1-W, M. Davis,
H. E. Wiley, judges; J. W. Wicks,
sheriff; A. M. Wallis, clerk.
Hopkinsville, No. 2.-G. W. Wiley,
F. S. Meacham. judges; B. L. Leavell,
sheriff; J. K. Gant, clerk.
Hopkinsville, No. 3.-L. A. Moore, J.
B Dade, judges; Joshua Major, sheriff;
G. M. Steele, clerk.
Hopkinsville, No. 4.-E. M. Flack, R.
T. McDaniel, judges; J. B. West, slier.
iff • H. W. Breuthitt, clerk.
Concord-A. F Witty, E. W. Davis,
judges; C. W. Lacey, clerk; R. M.
Meacham, sheriff.
! Palmyra-F. H. Renshaw, E R. El-
liott. judges; W. E. Wilkins, sheriff;
. U. L. CampbelL clerk.
Longview-L. 0. Garrott, S. H. Da-
vis, judges; H. Payne. sheriff; E. T.
Griffin, clerk.
' Beverly- ta. E. Word, La?. Jennings,
judges; G. W. Allen, sheriff; T. H. Ma-
jor. lerk.
Casky-Winston Henry, S. Leave'',
jeulges; J. A. Anglin, slier if; T. Green,
4 Jr., clerk.
• Goniontield-J. H. Stephens, .1. W.
. .12 Settle, judges; D. W. Pettus, sheriff;
crease of $32,014 over Wei, a decrease:of
.39.913 from 1S92. ' •
For the Bret three weeks in Oeto r
1896 the gross earnings were: Freight,
itels I ,I150 ; passenger, $243,180; ni iseel let u• !
'tie, $77,e110; tote', $1.1102,425, which
*no a ilvervase. of $80,745 enitipareti with
oorrespuweittig period et IN115, but Nil
(Teem of $119,IM0 liver Pell, end an he
eremite of 01,141u over 14911, but n
(Teak, of 071,440 crimpertel Wit I P411,1
Front July 114 15151 to October 21.1
ti the gross eurnitege wertit Vroglit, ;
$4,316,41e5; moseenger, $1,396,747; tuts-
cellaneuus, tont;.020; making $6,301t,432, 7
a hich was a decrease of $1$7,77: from,
corresponding period of le95; but an in-
crease of $229,429 over 1e94, and an in
crease of Ve12,265 over 1s93, but a de-
crease of ri 0,503 from le92.
Mileage, 2914. 
"Mr. Wood was well-known, not only
all over Todd county but in all the ad-
joining counties, and 1, ayes a hest of
friends to mourn his loss. His ready
wit, Mt proverbial mad humor, his
kindness of heart and univetsal hospi-
tality and sociatelity made hint frieedis
of all who knew him. We know of eo
one who was more universally loved
anti respected or who will he more mim-
ed than Mr. Cro a Wood. He was a
member of the Baptist church."
Electoral Vote.
Alaljarna   .11 Arkansas.  8
California 9 Colorado .. 4
Connecticut ... •. 6 Delaware 3
Florida .... 4 Georgia .. 1:1
Idaho  3- Illinois   24
Indiana 1.5 lows- 13
Kansas  10 Kentucky ..13
Louisfana 8 Maine . . 6
Maryland  8 Massachusetts . 15
Michigan . 14 Minnesota  . 9
Mississippi ..9 Mesouri  17
Montana . . 3 Nebraska 8
Nevada New Hampshire 4
New Jersey. .. .10 New Yerk. 86
North Carolina 11 North Dakota  
Ohio ... 23 Oregon:   .4
Pennsylvania .. 31 Rhode Island. 4
South Carolina .9 South Dakota   4
Tennessee  12 T. xas 13
Utah Ventiout
V trginie 12 W ashi piston
West Virginia 6 Wisconsin
Wy inning
Total, 4-17. Necessary to elect, 224.
- ;
L. & N. Earnings"-
For the third week in October 1896
the gross earnings for the L. & N.
Railroad Company were: Freight,
V326,085; passenger, $76,950; ;miscellan-
eous, V,25.e6e : lucking $428,900, which
was a decrease of $29.270 compared with
PURELY POLITICAL. FA
Concerning a handsome special er
which passed through Hopkinsville
Tuesday, the Henderson Journal says
Attached to a regular L. & N. passenger
train going North yesterday was the
' Chieugo," the elegant palace ear own-
ed by the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, iu
which Hon Bourke Cockrell has been
• traveling for several weeks. Mr. Cock-
ran, though touring the country in mato
ufficent splendor as the honored guest
of the big railroad lines, is always ready
to advise the- laborers how to voftk, and
the advice he gives is always in keeping
with the wishes of the owners of those
colossal corporations who have enlisted
Mr. Cockran's sympathy.
-0-
Hundreds of the dodgers mentioned
in the following article from the Pada.
cah News were scattered broadcast in
Hopkinsville:
..Drowning men grasp at straws, and
despairing Republicans, about to be en-
gulfed in the (-ems pool of their own po-
litical filth, seize madly at everything,
no matter how contemptible, that offers
the slightest hope of rescue.
"Having exhausted evoke- other means
of attack and defense the desperate Re-
publicans now take up the insult offered
Secretaryearlisle atCovington as a cam-
paign tool and the laying of the blame
for the outrage on the Democratic party
is made a weapon of assault. The fact
that the attack in Covington was the
work of irresponsible half grown toys
headed by hired hoodlums and paid
heeleni frym the slums of Cincinnati is
ignored.
"Many copies of the following docu-
ment were received in Padneah to-day
by supposed eound-money mete The
'article was sent out from New York,
and advices from other cities show that
all Kentucky has been flooded with the
filthy literature.
'•This dirtiest of dirty political dodgers
is headed -Free Speech Denied" in big
black letters and reads in part as fol-
lows:
'The ontrageons treatment of Secre-
tary Carlisle by a free silver mob in
Kentucky is an instruceve illustration
of the spirit that alitMatos the repudiu-
tors' cumpaign.
•"The treatment given Mr. Carlisle
is the direct consequence of the danger-
ous teachings of Altgeld, the insidious
sophistries of Bryan, the knavish ap-
peals of Jones, the seditious talk of Till-
man and the communistic harrangues
of Delo.
eorrespondieg week of 1S9.5, a decrease ; Gracey-Win. Crarens, H. sheriff;B. Clark, „ ,If the honest-money 134.mocrats of
of $2.e73 compared with 1S94, but an in-' jedgee; e, ee 00a J Kentucky do not rebuke such infamous
conduct by swamping Bryaniem and his
lies-less supporters on election day, they
will show that they are sadly deficient
in the. fundatnental qualities of man
hoed.
" 'No soutid•ttioney Demurral should
take the risk of voting for Palmer and
Ilui.knor, for it is the duly Ketititeky
mutiny more than ever to 'spry free all.
veer and lawleseittese, mid this eitli Is ef-
fectually done by voting dire t for Mn
Kinley,'
"No name is signed. It is doubtful
if any politician willing to father such
a bit of nastiness could be found, even
among the New York Republicans.
Consequently it must go forth as a bas-
tard of political infamy-an anonymous
assassin of the good character of the
Democratic party.
-It will be seen that loiters are
strongly urged to scratch Palmer in
favor of McKinley."
-o-
Stamp under the rooster only. Soeth-
all. the carididate for Congress., is the
only candidate under the People's par-
ty head. He is no Populist and is put
there iu the interest of the McKinley
Aid Society, says the Heuderson Jour-
nal.
I
T. M. Barker, clerk.
S. Penebtoke-I Garrott.E. T
judges: J. W. Cross, elieritT; B. M. Tea-
! bue, Jr , clerk.
Breeet's Shop-J. S. Hanbery, G. M.
Wolf. judges; Louis Gee, sleet iff ; M. B.
King, clerk.
Nee-stead-J. W. McGaugliy, Jack-
sell Cax, judges; Buck Baker, sheriff;
A. M. Heurse clerk.
Reed, clerk.
N. Pembroke-C. E Mann, R. Y.
Petielleton, Sr., juSges; A. Ware, ghee-
lff ; R. T. Chilton, clerk.
Ifeiwurele' Mill-Win. Reed, G. W.
Bowles, juilgtst; T L Graham, [sheriff ;
NV, Winfree,Auutk,.
1111Perry'r-4 T. Fruit, U. T. Tommy,
jtolgo• ; Moo Hord, sheriff W. it Elr
Rom sheik,
Lisfayi J. Carothers, W. R
H.trriatm, judges; W. T. Rennie, sheriff ;
J. W. Davison' clerk.
Bennettstowu-J. A. Boyd, Z. C, Jor-
don, judges; W. B. Pace, sheriff; A. C.
Pollard, clerk.
Howell-T. B. Brown. A. White.
judges; M. A. Littlefield, sheriff; J. F.
Dixon clerk.
W. Crofton-Jno. S. Long, H. C.
Brasher, judges; E. Lower, sheriff; M.
Why should not wealth pity its fare B. B
rown, clerk.
share of the expellees of the govern-
meet?
A BEVERLY BUDGET.
Beverly, Ky., Oct. 26.-The fine quar•
terly conference of the M. E. Church
xis held at Herndon Saturday and
Sunday. Elder — presiding. Quite
e number of persons from this neigblar-
hood attended.
Rev. Mr. Peyton, of Elktoh, who was
lately called as pastor of South Union
Church, has also been called by the Lo-
cost Grove church
Sunday the result of the Meeting
judged by the number of acoessions was
not great. Yet the fruit of such zeal
and 411ruestuess is sure to have perma-
nent growth and in these days of po-
etical (dander it is refreshieg to hear
one ripe in scholarship and *full of un-
selfish devotion to the uplifting of hu
ruanity.
The people here are now waiting .for
the erd of November to cast their bal-
lots for home and fireside. There are
Boltocrats and every Demo -rat
end every Denaocrat will vote for Bey-
er.  A large Bryan and Sewall club
was organized here last Thursday
night. The Republicans also had a
ting Satarday night, attendee' large-
ly by nettroes,of course. Their igeoranee
was taken advantage of by. the speak-
ers, and their blind faith in their polit-
ical masters was again appealed Wand
ean oilly be surpassed by the adherence
'if a dog, to the master who kicks him.
The Beverly school is progreeeing
nicely, although nut so laree as last
year.
The teachers who attend the associa-
don to be held here before long will
Mid a corrteel welcome The date his




Whezt Mr. Bryan addressed an as-
semblage in New Haven some time ago
the stedents of Yale University bom-
barbel him with campus Greek anti
with objugatory rennuks in necayed
English. It was manifestly their (beige
to express forcibly their disapproval of
Mr. Bryan's arguments Au favor of free
silver, and at the same time to prevent
men from hearing th MI, lest they be
oonverted thereby. It will - be recalled
that there were expressions of indigna-
tion from all over the country, and that
some of the professors and most of the
students ofYale felt called upon to make
apologetic explanations.
Atibeteemed McKinleyite contempo-
rary, however, came out the next tuorn•
mg full of hymns of praise.. It declared
that the Yale boys had shown the true
American spirit, and that they had a
perfect right as -free-born youths of
spotless morals" (see collssge diploma)
to exerees their opinions,
Nows Secretary John G. Carlisle, it
eppems, made in Covington, Ky., re-
marks which were not pleasing to the
ehildren of the Blue Grass, and they
expressed their opinion of him with
..ggs. Whether they were eggs mew-
eially laid for the occasion by the hens
of Mr. Carlisle's borne district, or just
the plain, every-day eggs of commerce,
we are not informed; buteheir mission
was the same, and as they landed with
gentle spats in the neighborhood of the
eminently misguided Cabinet Minister,
they deposited upon the' platform fluent
illustrations of the miler and consistency
of his arguments.
According to the reasonibg of our con-
temporary, the populace .of Covington
was justifies' in objecting with eggs.
Furthermore, the egg as an expression
of critical opinion has the, sanction of
many years of honorable employment in
temples of the drama white-Has "Brek-e-
kek-kek, coax, coax" has hitherto been
confined to the rude domain of football!
Whether the entrance of the egg into
the field of !politics can be regarded as
poaeliing or not, it is certain that the
McKinley organ will havey to do a little
seranibling if it desires to roast the pen'
ple of Covington for adrepting a style of
criticism a hieh it has alreolly approved.
-N. Y. Journal.
If your ale in favor of a return to the
•
money of tl.e Constitution-geed Aee,
silver-go It the polls test I. Literality tom healthful, tonic eordial, made of pure bs Foe rig) the railer and cutter. 
Petits
stump nonde ot the square and no- t Inedih•lisl plants, ) erbe and wine, made freen •se I 
OD. Suite from
tier the feet of ties) reset es; e here fl.'.II positively mires iedigesetion and $11.00 ti 'St. • 
eeerh rtrest, oppo-
A pure Grape Creme et Tartar Powder. Fr. mn:- eden/se niej ,rity of tee voters of the pr. r. 14« ti'- fornitition it-k.j.oreeti. • if NI.- 1,r e. _WO rue
sse-a...irt
los An-ammo.. A;uir ley Jew adulterant. I. &Laud States 'LIU; 'that day.
UMW 
At Utiii,e,,:aut truillot tie test c4:uta.
E. School H011144..—F. M. Stephens, L.
W. D. Haubery, judges J. Martin,
sheriff; F. F. Fuller, clerk.
Bainbridge-J. J. Cox, C. E. Rawles,
judges; J. F. Turne-r sheriff; H. E.
Woosley, clerk.
Lantrips-J. W. Collins, Andrew
White, judges; J. R. Fuller, sheriff; R.
F. Pool, clerk.
E. Croftien-J. M. Clark, J. A. Shel-
ton- judges; V. C. Clark, sheriff, C. If.
Gray. clerk.
Bluff Springs--G, N. Johnson, I. H.
Wicks, judgef ; L. M. Henderson, slier.
if: T. M. Lacey. clerk,
Dogwood-J. H. Cavanaugh. J. J.
Barnes,6udges; S. T. Meyers, sheriff;
J. T. Welker, clerk.
Baker's Mill-B. M. Powers, W. R
Putman. jedges; S J. Wineett, sheriff;
Geo. H. Meyers, clerk. s
•••••••111. 4111111.."--
_ Stamping immediately under the
rooster's feet votes for every man on
the Democratic ticket-the thirteen
Presidential Electors, the Judge of the
Court of Appeals, the Congressman, the
State Senator and the Representative in
the Legislature.
COUNTY TEACHERS AT CROFTON,
A Meeting of the Association Will re
Held November 7.
The County Teachers' Association
will meet at Crofton on Saturday No-
vember 7th, 1896. The associatiou will
be called to order at 10 a. in.
The districts incldded are Nos. 1, 2, 6,
9, 24, 28, 42, 4e, 52, 53, 69 and 89.
Besides the above named districts, we
mention also these that should have
been represented at the meeting at
Fruit Hill but were not; and in order to
give the teachers in those districts an
opportr nity the sieve the extra day they
would by lew be compelled to teach in
eonsequence of failure to attettd the as-
sociation at Fruit Hill. we have in-
cluded them in the Crofton association.
They are RA follows: Nos. 14, 21, 31,
:13, 41, 44, 51, 56, 60, 68, e3 and tee
Remember that the teacher in any
district who fails to attend is required
by law to teach an extra day. The pat-
rons and especially all trustees and
teachers are cordially invited to attend.
Thome who live at a convenient dis•
Lance from the L. & N. Railroad can go
down on the morning train at 10 o'clock
and return at 5 p. iii. •
The program will be interspersed
with music and recitations and will be
as follows:
Dev of local exercise*.
Opening address W. W. Armee.
Rommel* ... W. W. Teague.
Importance of the Metric system and
how to teach it M. A. Brown
anti Mite Edna Poe.
Language vs. Grammar  Miss
Maggie Tucker and J. G. Wright.
Recess.
Hints and helps   Symposium.
U. S. history Misses Lizzie Owen
and Amanda Taylor and John Sal-
lee.
Primarreerography . Mrs. Lee Wil-
liams. Miss Ellen Withers and Mrs.
W. W. Armer.
Busy Work W. W. Atelier and
Miss Carrie Brasher.
How to teach morals .... Mrs. Ella
Walker, Miss Florence Buchanan
and H. H. West.
Teachers will please bring with them
"The Song Bell."
KATIE MCDANIEL, CO. Supt.
W. E. GRAY, Vice Free.
-o-
The motion to advance the case of G.
W. Southall, who is seeking to man
damns J. T. Griffith, Clerk of Davies*.
County Court, to compel him to place
his name on the ballot as the Populist
nominee of the Second' dietrict, aims ad-
vanced anti submitted in the Court of
Appeals yesterday. "
A brief was filed by C. S. Walker for
Griffith and the case is awaiting the
brief of Southall for decision.
The Lower Court gave Southall a par-
tial victory in requiring the Clerk to
put his name on the ballot, but under a
device to be selected by himself.
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres foxy-eta for 121197
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to HUNTER WOOD.
If you prefer a government of the
people, by the people and for the people
to a government of Wall street, by
Wall street and for Wall street, then
say so by going to the polls next Tues-
day and placing the cross-mark just un-
der the feet of the Kloster.
I re Silver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papereiu connection with the WEEKLY
New ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cineinnati Weekly Diquirer and
WEEKLY NEW nil, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic (ieenieweekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, SIM.,
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic me-mi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, tab three) $2.00,
Southall Goes On.
Just before going to prole the NEW.
ERA received a dispatch from Owens-
boro saying that Mr. G. W. Southall's
name goes on the official ballot in De-
wiest; county under a device of his own
selectisn-a house. The cane was ar-
gued in Owensboro before a special
jklge sonic days ago, and the decisioe
in 'the case was that the County Clerk
should put Mr. Southall's name on the
official ballot of Davies county, but
that as the Populists had not nominated
him, his name could not go under the
Populist device, biet would have to be
placed under a device of his own selec-
tion. The case was carried to the Court
of Appeals where it was advanced on
the docket and hea-d this morning, and
the opinion of the !special judge at
Owensboro sustained
NATTERS IN VARIETY.
Sick poison is a poison which makes
you sick. It comes from the stomach.
The stomach makes it out of undigested
food.
The blood gets it and taints the whole
body with it. 'I hat's the way of it.
The wey to be rid of it is to look after
your digestion.
If your food is all properly digested,
there will be none left in the stomach
to make. sick-poison out of.
If your stomach is too weak to Fee' to
this properly by itmelf, help it [thew
with a few eloses of Shaker Digestive
CurIlliletai;T te the cure of it.
Sleeker DigestiveCordial is a delicious,
*Attend the Watson Sale Thursday,
Nov 5th. T- L. GRAHAM.Atim r
LOST-A bunch of seven or eight
keys. Return to City Bank. • tilt
Call and see those beautiful pictures
just received at Mopper Bros.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, officea.over
City Bank. May 13 '96
Money to loan on real estate, Hunter
Wood, Jr., Agent. d&wtf
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in Milk. Qt. can, 10c.
For billionsness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, Ise
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druvireet
The L. & N. will sell round trip tick
eta be Heed rson at $1.00 on Oct. 81st,
mist returnieg timlil lied on Nov. let
Ate-emet epeaking ectiater Lindsey and
Cot. Fel.ows. .1. M. AnAite, Agt.
Fine tailm-ing. cleaning and repairite
epgrawassemens
U
IS FOR FARMERS. wipe"'
Notes
, LIVE STOCK
I have reported to the statistician of .
; the Department of Agriculture, Wash- 1,
ingtoe, D. C , for Revral years. In hoe
Dee-ember's animal report I took tee
Interesting to Tillers statements of business men, one a lead-
ing farmer and shipper of stock to But-
of the Soil. falo. .Tile latter estimated the depre-
ciation of farm value in the country
covered by his operation at 40 per ceut
in the lust five ye-tars.
MARKET. Others estimated the depreciation at
50 per cent in the last five years. None
were lower. I reported these estimates
' to the departn eui'. of statist ies. These
Elsewhere reports are strictly nonpurtisan and
based on the statement of competent
men in each special vocation.
I could cite instances of farms that
have been turned ovex by the mortgag-
ees to the niortgagoes in payment of the
debts that would not sell toalay for the
neortgage plus iliterest.-Ernest Hollete
beck in Chicago Record.
The Tubers° Market Here and
Correctly Reported.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exclienge, Bourbon Stockyards,
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 28, 1896.-Cat-
tle.-The market opened and ruled
throughout dull and lifeless, while
prices for butchers lost 10c to $3 50 for
top offerings, and bells Sc to $2 85 for
the beet. The cause wee Monday's and
Tuesday's heavy supplies, whieh cur-
felted the demand and left to-day's
mark' rings no outlet. Offerings con-
tested largely of cowmen grade steers
and heifers, a considerable part of which
went unsold, and will be carried over.
Calves-The calf market was dull
under average receipts, contesting peel-
i cipally of large rough stock, of which
I the best 'sold tit $4.50 and the inferior
I ones as low as $.2.00.
Extra shipping   $11 044 4th
Light shipping  3444f 300 I
Beat bilteheri  3814 330
Fair te good butcher s  504 415
Common to Medina' Witcher; • 1844 $
Thin, rough steers, peur 4:OWS
and lealawaitll . otra 150
Good to extra oxen  I M x tn on
Oommuu medium oxen ... 50.4
Feed, rs .. • • ..... 
Stockers .. • •
Bulls I 7100 eel
Veal eat Tell ...• . 11014# 4 :ra
Choice Latch cows . magi ou
Fair good tallith cows . 130042SW
flog.:-The hog market Was dull under
a liberal supply of good quality. Prices
declined Sc to $3.35 for the best medium
and heavy weights. The supply moved
very s:owly, and the yards were not
cleared by 12 o'e.ock. Commission men
say that many dead hogs are being no-
eetved at the yards, shippers having put
too many hogs in the cars for safe trans
mission during the warm weather which
has ruled during the last few days.
Choice- peeking and butchers, y40
Potb 3 eet
Emir to good packing, 1,10 to PIO th 3110til 10
tiood co extra BOIL Pow Imurb 3 31
Fat sholit4. ISO to Iry . 25ratit 311
Fat stpods. Ion to 131)   if 1543 '15
Rough.. ISO to 400 lb .... tilba.17b
stook. rs ... :lewd era
Later.--The hog market weakened
and the close took place with a large
part of the offerings unsold and prices
Sc lower than early morning values,
which are quoted above.
Eithee p and Latubs.--The sheep and
beinb market was steady under light re-
celtite of fair quality Riot limited local
tiettia itil, Good clearance wise made,






Aledllim initohef taint* • .
Twitted, or emits ..
011•111••••••••
THE IAIUISVILLE MARKET.
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
exclusively by Glover & Durrett, Louie-
villa Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,381 Mids., a•ith re-
ceipte for the same period o? 976 hhds.
Sales• on our market since Jan. 1st
amonet to 142,805 hhde. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 137,560 hhde.
The offerings of dark tobacco have
been large for the past week in propor-
tion to the sales, and the market has
been Um and steady at last week's
prices.. Receipts continue. small, but we
have had a light handling season this
week. and we look for some increase iu
receip.s soon.
'The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco, 1895
crop:
Trash . . . $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium loge 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Commou leaf  • 8 00 to 4 01)
Medium to mewl leaf  4 00 to 3 50
Leaf if extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  700 to 1001)
TO CritTA II. THE CROP.
Mason county tobacco growers lit
their lest meeting decided to invite the
growers of the White Barley section to
meet at Maybeilt0,- Noveniber 18th, to
take definite action in regard to the pro-
posed curtailing of the 1e97 crop.
DOF.14 NOT PAY.
On nearly every farm where poultry
is raised in considerable numbers, there
will be noticed a few secrawny ruuts.
whose growth was checked from some-
cause or other. You should not winter
any such stock as this. It does not pay
A chiek once stunted will never pay for
its care and it takes up the room of one
that could be earning you money. And
above all things never breed such a
foul.
KEEP THE FARMERS IGNORANT.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch: Mr. Bryan
did well to direct attention to an inter-
view of Bishop Worthington, of Omaha,
in e hich he declared that the trouble'
with the- farmers is that they have had
too much educe tion. In order that no
Mins:rive may be done, we quote Bishop
Worthington's exert words:
- "The trouble with the farmer, in my
judgment, is that we have carried our
free educational systetu too far. • • •
The farmers' sons-a great many of
them-who have absolutely no ability
to rise, get a Mee of education and fol
low it up. • • • They become disat-
Stied to follow in the walk of life that
God intended they should,and drift into
our cities."
This would be a surprising utterance
coming from the lips of any American.
It is astounding when it comes from a
Christian Bishop. It sounds more like a
quotetion from Napoleon or Louis XIV,
or the Czar of Russia.
D. spots and oppressors of thei peopl
always dread the education of the peo-
ple. One of Louis Napoleon's mottos
a-as "Keep the people ignorant and
amused, and they will forget their
wrongs." Bishop Worthington, speak-
ing for the American plutocrat says:
Keep the fanners ignorant, and they
will lie contented with bare subsistence,
while we appreciate the wealth their
labor yields.
Keep the farmers ignorant, and their
boys will stay at home to raise more
crops to b•-at down the. prices and make'
(mm dollars more and more valuable.
Keep the farmers ignorant and their
eons, "who have absolutely no ability to
rise," will not come into the cities to
swell the anny of the discontented who
look enviously upon the luxury and
magnificence.
Keep the farmers ignorant, and they
will believe that God intended that
they should be hewers of wood and
drawers of water while-we reap a-hat
they have sown.
Keep the farmers ignorant and con-
tented in their ignorance, arid we can
soon have in this country the conditions
that prevail in India-untold millions of
spiritless paupers, and at the top a few
commercial and other princes whets
treasuries overflow with gold and pre-
cious jewels.
Keep the farmers ignorant, and they
will never know the difference betweee
Mark liamia's campaien of humgliny
and false pretenses and the doctrines; of
liberty, equality and fraternity ern -
twee it'd in the Chicago platform ant
championed by Bryan.
FARM vAeurs.
The gold Ft:indent has hwi a most dis
estrous • ffect on farm values in mans
Weetern localities. The margin be
Mtreeil farm mortgages, nlus necruesel
re4t, and the spot ea! .. mete' 4 value
01 &lie farms mortgaged is Wilk, ralm•NI
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Assignees Notice.
Having filed, tattled and asked for
ditichaige, as regired by law, notice is
hereby givei that I will, on Monday
leee 7th 159e, in the Christian County
Court, move to be discharged from
further liability as Assent/lee- of Morris
Cohen, JAmes D HA TI'S.
Assignee M Choen.
For Sale!
Two nice residence on East side of
North Main, betweeu let and 3e1 streets,
containing five and seven rooms. A
beautiful building lot humediately in
front of the Tabernacle, and the With-
ers place, between Elm street and
Cleveland avenue. This is one of the
pleasantest homes in the city and one of
the best built houses, and will be sold
for less than half it cost to build the
house. Apply to S. H. MYERS,
w2m-detw2m Hopkiusville,Ky.
Hardwick's for drugs and jewelry.
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Hardwick.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
ee iek's.
Buy jewelry of all kinds at half price
at Hardwick'..
Hartle-irk has five POIld gold ladies'
watches at less than half price.
A$11 watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done eiromptly at R. C. Hard-
wick's.
Hardwick has the finest and best
workman in the South in charge of his
watch-making and repairing depart-
ment.
. Sam Frankel gives
free with every $10
suit or overcoat sold
next week an elegant
watch. Sea them in
the window.
Cloaks cheaper' at
Sam Frankel's than any
other place in Hopkins-
ville.
Our prices lean to-
wards you. Don't fail
to see our wraps before
you buy. Sam Frankel.
It will do your heart
good and your purse a
favor to buy your
wraps at Sam Frank-
el's.
Follow our advertise-
ments and you will be
surprised now much




Don't buy a Cape,
Wrap or Jacket until
you see Sam Frankel's
stock.
There's more than
leather in our shoes.
There's comfort and
wear. Sam Frankel.
$10.00 for a Plush
Cape, 30 inches long
with Angora trimmed
collar, fancy silk lined,
worth $15.00, at Sam
Frankel's.
Little pay,lots to save
in the Sensational Sale
at Sam Frankel's. For
two weeks only.
At $6.75. We are
showing a Seal Plush,
fur trimmed and Braid-
ed and Beaded Cape,
worth $10.00.
Sam Frankel.
A cold wave predict-
ed. Have you bought
your overcoat or under-




W. and W. C.
BINN'S _
RAU 7
It is elegant and gives entire
satisfaction whenever used.
You ought to gives it a trial.






A cream of tartar baking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.-
Latest United States Government Food
Report.
Roy el, RAKING POWDER CO., NewYork.
If you feel humiliated at seeing your
Uncle Samuel begging, entreating,
pleadiug with, imploring two or three
English bankers to protect his Treasury
and not allow anybody draw all the
gold out for at least six months and
agreeing to let them have some good
thirty-year lereit!s at a reduced price in
return for that protection, then go to
the polls next Toesda w and place the X
just under the feet of the rooster, and
you will have done all in your power to
prevent a recurrence of that humiliat-
ing Apectuele.
'Ike Tree Reta-dr.
W. M. Repine, editor Tiakilwa, Ill.,
"Chief," says; "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
Coneunaption, coughs and colds Ex-
perimented with many others, but never
got the true remedy until we used Dr.
King's New Discovery. No other rem-
edy can take its place in our home, as
in it we have a certain and sure cure
for coughs, colds, whooping cough, etc."
It is idle to experiment with other rem-
edies, even if they are urged on you SP
jnst as good as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery. They are not as good, because this
reniesly has a record of cures and be-
sides is guaranteed. It never fails to
satisfy. Trial bottles free at R. C.
Hardwick's drug store.
$12.00. At Sam Fran-
ker-. 32-inch, extra
heavy, Iaported Seal




85,000 W 0 rt h
Of nice Etyish cloth-
ing Ircm the well-
known how of 0,
laug hter,
Ky., %via be placed oh
4ald
Saturday, Oct. 31st.
")h's welt • itioter
house was forced to tiv-
wait. b lligbt 85 000
worth of the sOck m
'he assigns-, an,! p ace
it on tittle Rt B • nk rupt




Mrs. Laura E. elims.of
says "A small pimple of a strawberry
color appeared on my cheek; it soon
began to grow rapidly, notwithstand-
ing all efforts to check it. My
eve became ten iblv
inflamed, and was so
swollen that for qufte
a while I could not
see. The doctors
said I had Cancer of
the most malignant
type, and after ex-
hansti ng their efforts,
without doing me
any good, they gave
up the case as hopeless. When in-
formed that my father had died from
the same disease, they said I must die,
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
"At this crisis, I was advised to try
S.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
began to discharge and continued to de
so for three months, then it began to
heal. I continued the medicine a while
longer until the Cancer disappeared en-
tirely. This was several years ago „end
there has been no return of the disease."
A Real Blood Remedy.
Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
blood remedy will cure it. S. S. S.
(guaranteed pure-/v vegetable) is a real
blood remedy, and never fails to per-
manently cure Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema,
Rheumatism or any other disease oPthe
blood. Send for our books







Is again submitted for
' the people's suffraga.
Every plank tried and
proven by times sever-
est test and remains firmly established in
public confidence.
We Go Before the People ri'm 
day, Nov. 3d with a.
GrCat Election Day Sale
Of Extraordinary Attractions!
Bargains at the ratio of almost 16 to 1 a:_d
values as sound as any money ever coined.
10-4 Fine all wool Blankets, $2.49.A pair,
Full size well quilted Bed Coto- 07c
forts, extrs quality, worth Slate
Large white ('rocket . 50c010 nterpaines,
Celebrated Arlington. large fine
Counterpanes, Marseilles „ $ 1.23 
Ladies- Heavy Ribbed Vests, {high 15c„....k, long klerves,
Ladles One Medicated Elcitelet Wool 73c
Vests and l'ants, 
Best I inport4x1  ScSaxony.
Finest Imported 
10CGermantown,. 
1 Lot Moiled Zephyr. 
1CPer ounce 
Golden and Pongee Drapsrhlov« 9 1-2cworth lbc. ........
Fancy Dentin Drapery,  15cworth 115.••
White Finishing
Braid. per bundle, . 2C
Ladles 1,e-attwr Hefts, 19call Ii P.M.k..01.
The it..iv patent Leather and Plaid 26cSilk Belts, %Leath Zi0c.
'Corset Steels,    6c
Garter Web. per yard,  2c
Box sieeeorted Hair Pins,  3c
Curling Irons, 4c
1 lot slightly *oiled Corsets,. ..... 25cworth up to $1.8S. . •
Rare Dress Goods Ennt.
Nea silk and Wool No% It) 29ccruodi.,
Fine Wool Eiderdown. 
Heavy all wool Storm Serge, 
50 in, all wool Silk finish Serge,
niade in France.. worth $1.00
Rich Navy anti Black Figured Pop-
line, worth Shoo es)artl.
Beautiful Bleiek Wool end Mohair
elf le., n front Tau,
Pllesettt Illsek theeeteded Atm and
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Heavy Bieachdd canton Flaw). t« • 4c
yard
Fine If Led lea t ed Red Flannel...tort 5
Kt cents 22c
t4plendid Apron Check Gingham . 4c
Juniata Fine Bleached Cotton . 4c
Hope Bleaahed Cotton   6 1-2C
honsdale Best Bleached Cotton 7 1-4C
Full Standard Fancy Prints. per 4c
Nice Vorriegioirv,Fient: Cheviot .141iirtiag 7c
SO-Inch Fast Red Table Damask 25c
Pine v.RedorthTaub asie Cloths,  59c
All Linen Check Towels .  Sc
Heit%i and Fine Barnsley Huck 10C
Extra Hein's" and Fine Henisticiaed 19cHuck 'towels, worth as':
Largevi.F,ritnie; mcBlitei-Eye Huck Towel*, 22c




Laclie«* real FIAVISS Hand run EMbrOst..1
4cdered Handkerchiefs. worth
eadies• Imported Fast Black Hose, I oc
Hermsdorf Dye. .... .
Children'. Imported Fast Black. holt-
vy-ribbeel Hose t..;
rhildren 001 1hereit Host-
wort h 85 eta .
Men's Heavy tirey Undershirts,
French Colorette
Men's Fine Ribbed Undershirts. 38ct'hetip at 00 eta. .
lec
25c
st see !suttee Itin Stholt•ktil PPM 11 4 
•
. .1 04
oofl find fine . 
Nett's all Linen HantikOtrhie lb.
sillthIlY Welled. worth „, .16o
41.W. Mts.11iu Nottlidlleion Hato 80kr,h1.17.,
Men's Flee asometutere, wee .
1. 100wires WOO/so ,
In Our Shoe DeDartment.
haciles' Fine Custom-made Dongailli
Shoes; Peach's celebrated niitik0, Lbo
fine stock; actually wort8 gust ...
claim ren''s ibingola School Bibles, with
sole leather tip; siseSto ; wort no...
......... . . . CI VOL,
Bring your Gold; Bring your Silver; Bring
your Greenbacks; Bring your Nickles; Bring
Pennies. They all count in your favor, and
trading with us is almost like finding money.
—iBASSETT & COJ--
A SIGN OF SUCCESS....
The Largest Store




A City Within Itself.
THE BIG STORE.
THE RACKET,
J. H. KUGLER, Proprietor.
One Price
And Courteous Treatment to All.
Musical Concert from Our Balcony
Every Saturday Night.
You Are Invited to Come
And Bring Your Friends to See THE, BIG STOKL.
Shdes Bought from Or SHOE DE-PA III MEN
hi ill. 11, Sewed FREE if They Hip.
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN STOVES:
Heating Stuves 1111.9S. took Stoles 5.
01)F.
VIIIIIMMIttrttrItttrttttrtrtIMIIMMIMItP1
















We will sell all the personal pro mpa..-
pert), of Thos. Green, (he'd, on thu
premises, 3 miles East of Hopkins
villa on the. Bradshaw road. and near IPIII-




Mules., horses, hogs, sheep, and _
bead of high bred registered Jersey
cattle
Also farming 'itensils of every
kind and description and 200 bble.
of corn in field and a lot of hay,
baled and loose.
About 300 Acres of Good
Land for Rent for 1807. 0.—
SW▪ —
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We may be mistaken, but we do honestly believe
it's as good a school shoe as there is made
and our price is
25 Per cent. Less Than Any Other
First-class school shoe on the market.
(- Prices and Sizes:
Sizes 5 to 7', spring heel, button, :
Sizes 8 to 10.. spring or heel, button,
Sizes 11 to 2, spring or heel, button,
Try a Pair.










REV. DR. TALMAGE DRAWS INSPIRA-
L TION FROM THE WOODS.
Il• Likens Human Life to the tVoodiand
Leaves-Han Without Religion Dias
Without Tinge of Hope-Perishes With
No Hope of Resurrection.
I WASHINGTON, Oct. 25. - The season
of the yes!! adds much appositeneas tie
Dr. Talmage's iermon, which we send
out today. His subject is -Tit Pag-
eantry of the Woods," aud his text
Isaiah lxiv, 6, "We all do fade aa
leaf."
It is so hard for t19 tO understand re-
ligious truth that God constantly reit-
erates. As the schoolmaster takes a
blaekhoard and puts upon it figures and
dlogrtims, so that the scholar may not
arty get his leeson through the ear, but
also through the eye, so God takes all
the truths of his Bible and draws them
out in diagram ou the natural world.
Champollion, the famous Frenchman,
went down iuto Egypt to study the
hieroglyphics ou monuments aud tem-
ples. After much labor he deciphered
them and announced trk,the learued
world the resmIts of his inveatigations.
The wisdom. goodness alid power of
God are written in hieroglyphics 'all
over the earth and all over the heaven.
God grant that we may have under-
staaiding enough to decipher them!
There are Scriptural paamairee, like my
text, which need to be studied in the
very pretsence of the natural world..
Habakkuk says. "Thou makest my
feet like hind's feet," a passage which
mesas nothing save to the man that
knows that the feet of the red deer, or
bind, are peliarly constructed, so that
they can walk among slippery rocks
'without falling. Knowing that fact. we
'understand that, when Habakkuk says,
°Thou makest my feet like hind's feet,•'
he eets forth that the Christian can
walk amid the most daugerous and slip-
pery places without falliug. Leuneu-
lations we read that "the daughter of
my people is cruel, like the ostriches of
the wilderness," a passage that has no
meaning save to the wan who knows
that the ostrich leaves its egg in the
sand to be batched out by the sun, and
that the young ostrich veil forth unlit-
tended by any maternal kindness.
Knowing this, t he passage is significant,
"The daughter of my people is cruel,
3ike the ostriches of the wilderness."
Glory of the Forest.
Those know but little of the meaning
et the natural world who have 4looked
at it through the eres of others and
from book or canvas taken their impres-
sion. There are Rome faces so mobile
that photographers annot take therm
and the face of nature haa such a flush
suad sparkle and Life that no human de-
ecriptien can gather them. No one
knows the pathos of a bird's voice un-
less be has sat at summer evening tide
at the edge of a wood Ad listened to
the cry of the whippoorwilL
There is today more glory in one
branch ef sumach than a painter could
put on a whole forest of maples. God
bath struck into the autumnal leaf. a
glance that none see but those whO
come face to face-the mountain look-
ing upon the man, and the man looking
upon the mountain.
For several autumns I bare had a tour
to the far west, and one auttimu, about
this time, saw that which I shall never
forget. I have seen the autumnal sketch-
es of Cropsey and•otber pencils,
tut that week I saw a pagNnt 2,000
miles long. Let artists stand bitis when
God stretches his canvas. A grander
spectacle was never kindled before m( r-
tal eyes.- Along by the rivers and up
and dawn the sides of the great hills
and by the banks of the lakes there was
an indescribable mingling of gold and
orange and crimson and saffron, now
sobesing into drab and maroon, now
gaming into solferino and scarlet. Here
sad there the trees looked as if just
their tips had blossomed into fire. In
the morning light the forests seemed as
id tbey had been transfigured, and in
Vie toweling hour they looked as if the
sunset Ead burst and dropped npon the
leave& In more sequestered spots, where
the frosts had been hindered in their
work. we gar the first kindling' of the
gLames of color in • lowly sprig. Then
they rushed up from branch to branch,
until the glory of the Lord submerged
the foreet. Here you would find a tree
just making up its rated to change, and
there one looked as if, wounded at every
wire, it stood bathed in cnrnage. Along
the banks of Lake Huron there were
%ills over which there seemed pouring
cataracts of fire, tossed up and down and
every whither by the rocks. Through
some of the ravines we saw occasionally
• foaming stream, as though it were
rushing to rus,,qut thlisaollegratists_lf
at one end of the woods a commanding
tree would set up its crimson banng,"
the whole forest prepare to follow. If
God's urn of, colors were not infinite,
coo awamp that I eaw along the Mati-
nee would have exit it forever.
It Wowed as if the ser ur divine glory
had dashed its surf to the tiptop of the
Alleghanita, and then it bad come drip-
ping down to loweet leaf and deepest
.0111rern.
We Tade Gradually.
0. Most pereons preaching from this text
tend only in it a vein of sadness. I find
that I teats two strings to this gospel
barp--a string of sadness and a string
of joy infinite.
e "We all do fade as a leaf."
r First, like the foliage, Nye fade grad-
ually. The leaves which week before
last felt the. froat have day by day
been changing in tint and will for many
days yet cling to the bough, waiting for
the 1st of the wind to strike them. Sup-
pose you that the pictured leaf that you
;hold in your hand took on its color in
an hour, or in a day, or in a week? No.
peeper and deeper the flush till all the
Mein. of ita life nbw seem opened and
ibleeding.away. After awhile leaf after
Idea they fall, now those on the outer
branches, then those most hidden, until
the Wit spark of the gleaming forge
shall have been quenched.
So gradually we pass away. From
day to day we hardly see the change.
But the frosts have touched us. The
work of decay is going on, now a slight
eold, now a season of overfatigue, now I
• fever, now etitch in the side, now a'
neuralgic thrust, now a rheumatic
twinge,.n fall. Little by little,
pain by steady of limb, siiiht
not so clear, ear not so alert. After
awhile we take a staff. Then, af• T
much reaistance, we come to spectacles.
Instead of bounding into the vehicle,
-we are willing to be helped in. At last
the octogenarian. falle. Forty years of
decaying. No sudden change. No fierce.
cannonading of the batteries of life, bat 1
a fading ,away, slowly, gradually, as
the leaf-am the leaf !
Again, like the leaf, we fade to
make room for others. Next year's for-
ests will be as grandly foliaged as.this.
There are other generation's of oak leaves
to take the place of those which this
autumn perish. Next May the cradle of
the wind will rock the young buda. • The
woods will be all a-hum with the chorus
of leafy voices. If the tree in front of
your house, like Elijah, takes a chariot
of fire, its mantle will fall upon Elisha.
If in the blast of these autumnal bat-
teries so many ranks fall, there are re-
sterve forces to take their place to defend
the`fortreas of the billet The beaters of
gold leaf w ill have more gold leaf to
beat. The crown that drops today from
the ̀ lead of the oak will be piCked up
and handed down for other kings to
wear. Let the bleats come. They only
make room for other life.
Gtve Way Cheerfully.
SO, When we go, others take eur
sphere& We do not grudge the future
generations their places. We will have .
had our good time. Let them r me on
and liave their good tine. Thereais no
sighing among these leaven today, be-
cause other leaves are to follow them.
After a lifetime of preaching, doctoring,
selling, sewing or digging, let um cheer-
fully give way for theme who come on
to do the preaching, doctoring, selling,
sewing and digging. God grant that
their lite may be brighter than ours ham'
been. As we get older do not let us be ,
affronted if young men and women
crowd us a little. We will have had our
day, and we must let them have theirs.
When our voices get cracked, let ua not
snarl at those who can warble. When
our knees are stiffened, let us have pa- I
tienoe with chomp who go fleet as the
deer. Because our leaf is fading do
sot let us deepise the unfrosted. Au-
tumn must , not envy the mpring. Old
men muet be patient with boys. Dr.
4Datbrie' stood up in Scotland and said - - - le again. He- will drag the
"You need not think I am old beeline° I tame a the toiab, ised upturn;




hood days and remember when in win-
ter nights in the sitting coon: the chil-
dren played the blithest and the gayest
of all the cowpony were father and
mother. Although reaching fourscore
years of age, they never got old.
Do not be disturbed as you See g0011
and great men die. People-worry when
POMP important personage passes my the
stage and say, "His place'Will never be
taken." But neither the church nor
the' state will suffer for it. There will
tie others td take the place& When God
mitre oue Man away. he 'has another
right back of him. God is so rich in
resources that he could imam 5,000
Sumruertlelds and Saiirius, if there were
PO Dimly. There, will be other leaves as
green, aa exquisitely veined, as grace-
fully etched, as well pointed. However
preeminent the place we our death
will eot jar the world. One falling leaf
does uot shake the Adirondack& A ship
is not well manned unless there be an
extra supply of bands-seine working
ou deck, some sound aeleep their
hammocks. God has manned this world
very well. There will be ether seamen
on deck when you and I are down iu
the cabin, sound asleep in the haw-
mock&
Not Alone We Perish.
Again, as with the. leaves. we fade
and fall amid myriads of others. One
cannot count the number of plumes
which theme frosts are plucking from the
hills. They will strew the streams;
they will drift into the caverns; they
will soften the wild beaset lair and fill
the eagle's eyrie.
All the aisles of the forest will be cov-
ered With their carpet, and the steps of
the hills glow with a wealth of color
and shape that will defy the looms of
Axminster. What urn could hold tbe
&ahem; of • all these dead leave's? Who
could count the hosts that burn ou this
funeral pyre of the mountains?
So we die in concert. The clock that
strikes the hour of our goieg will sound
the going of 'nutty thousand& Keeping
step with thee feet ef those who carry us
out will be the trumpet hundreds doing
thee same errand. Between 50 and 70
people every day lie down in Green.
wood. That place lime over 200,000 of
the dead. I said to the man at the gate,
"Then. if there are ao many here, you
must have the largest cemetery." He
said there were two Rowan Catholic)
cemeteries in the city, each ef which
had more than thie We are all dying.
London and Peking are not the great cit•
ies of the world. The grave is the great
city. It bath mightier population, lon-
ger ittreete, brighter lights, thicker desk-
nestled. Caesar is there, aud all his ifibe,
jects. Nero is theree, and all his victims.
City of kings and paupers! It has swal-
lowed all our cities. Yet, City of Si-
lence. No voice, no hotif, no wheel,
no climb, no smiting of hammer, no
clack sa. tlyiost._ loom, _no Ser. nu. whis-
per. Great City of Silene•A- Of ail ats
millioo million hands, not one of them
is lifted. Of all its million million eyes,
not one of them sparkle». 9f all its mil-
lion million hearts, not one pulsates.
The living ere in small minority.
If in the movement of time some
great question between the living and
the dead should be put aud God called
up all the dead and the living to decide
it, as we lifted ,our hands and from all
the resting places of the dead they lifted
their hands, the dead would outvote us.
Why, the multitude of the dying and the
dead are as these autumnal leaves drift-
ing under our feet today. We march on
toward eternity, not by ebmpanies of a
hundred, or regiments of a thousand, or
brigades of tete thousands, but sixteen
hundred millions' roast ! -Marching onis
Marching on!
Reality W et:s.
Again, as with variet f appearance
the leaves depart, so do we: You have
noticed that sonie trees, at the first touch
of the frost, loee all their beatify; they
stand withered and uriccmely and
ragged, waiting for the northeaet strain
to drive them into the mire. The suit
shining at noonday gilds them with no
beauty. Ragged leaves! •Dead leaves!
No oue stands to study them. They are
gathered in no vase. ' They are hung on
no will. So death smites many. There
is no beauty in their departure. One
sharp frost of sickness, or one blast oil
the cold waters, and they are gone. No
tinge of hope./ phophecy of heaven.
Their spring Wail all abloom with bright
proepects, their summer thick foliaged
with opportunitiee; but October came,
and theireglory went Fropted! Itftarly
autumn the frosts come, but do not seem
to damage vegetation. They are light
frosts. Bat some morning you look out
of the window and say, "There Was a
black frost last night," and you know
that from that day everything will
wither. So men ereern to get along with-
out religion apaid the annoyances and
vexations of life that nip them slightly
here and nip them there. But after
awhile death comes. It is a black frost,
and all is ended.
Oh, what withering and scattering
death makes among these not prepared
to meet it! They leave everything plena-
ant behind them-their house, their
?amities, their friends, their books, their
victures-and step out of • the ounshine
into the shadow. They quit the presence
of bird and bloom and Wave to go ult.-
beckoned and unwelcomed. The bower
in which they stood mud sang and wove
chaplets aisd made themselves merry
hail genie down under an awful equinoo-
tial. No bell can toll oue-half the dole-
fulness; of their condition. Frosted!
But, thank God, that.is not the way
people always die. Tell me on what
day of all the year the leaves of the
ne are as bright as 'they 'are to-
,Christian characi'er is never so
att am in the dying hour. Such
go into the grave not as a dog, with
frown and harsh voice, driven into a
kennel, but the/ pales away calmly,
brightly, /sweetly, graudly! Ae the leaf!
As the leaf!
Why go to the deathbed of distin-
guished men when there is hardly a
house on this street but from it a Chris.
tian haa departed? When your baby
died, there were- enough angels in the
room to bare chanted a coronation.
When your father died, You sat watch-
ing, and after awhile felt of his wrist,
and then put your hand tinder his arm
to pee if there were any warmth left,
and placed the mirror td the mouth to
see if the-re were Any sign-of breathing,
and when all was over you thought how
grandly be alept-a giant resting after
a battil101i, there are many Christian
death s! The chariots of God, comet
to fake his children home: are epeeding
t,every whither. This one halts at the
gate of princes. The shout of captives,
breaking their chaius, comes on the
morning air. The heavens ring again.
and again with the coronation. The 12
gates of heaveu are crowded with the
ascending righteeus. I see the accumu-
lated glories of a thousand Cliristian
deathbeds--an autumnal forest illumin-
ed by an autumnal el:lute-0 They died
not in shame, but in triumph! As the
leaf! As the leaf!
To Rise Again.
Lastly, as the leaves fade aud
only %rise, so do we. All this goldeu
shower of the woods making the'
ground richest., and the juice lied sap
and life of elle tree the leaves will COMO
up again. Next May the south wind
will blow the reeurrection trumpet, and
they will rise. So we. fall in the dust,
only to rise again. "The hour is coming
when all who are in their graves shall
hear bia voice and conie forth." It
would be a horrible consideration to
think that our bodies were always to lie
in the ground. However beautiful the
flowers you plant there, we do not want
to make our everlasting• residence in
such a place.
I have with these eyes seen SO many
of the glories of the natural world aud
the radiant faces of my friends that I
do not want to thiuk that.when I claw
dem in death I shall never open them
again. It is said enough to have a hand
or foot amputated. In a hdepital,, after a
aoldier bad had hie hand taken off, he
said, "Goodby, dear old hand, you have
done me a great deal of gooeservice,"
and burst into tears. It is a wore awful
thing to think of having the whole tmely
amputated from the soul forever. I
nituit have my body again, to see with,
to hear with. to walk with. With this
hand I must clamp the hand of my loved
ones when I have pasted clean over Jor-
dan, aud with it wave the triumptis of
my-King. Alia, we shall rise again. We
shall nee again. AS the leaf! As the
leaf!
Otoesing the Atlantic the ship may
founder and our bodies be eaten by the
sharks, but God tamed' leviathau, and
m?.3 obeli come again. In awful explo-
MOD pf factory boiler our bodies may be
shattered into a hundred fragments in the
air, but God watches the disaster, and
;ma leninin• dio Moen-
eut he will find us nud fetch
cut`euid up to judgment and to victery.
Wu shall coins up with perfect eye, with
perfect baud, with pe•rfteet fiot and with
perfect body, all our weaknesses left
behind.
We fall, bat WO rise. We die, but we
live again. We molder away, but wo
COMO to higher unfolding. As the kaf
As the leaf!
What a great qnais
lily of work a good
housekeeper" find,
to do! There art
so many little time.
and -stiength • tak ing
chores. that have nc
names. And it must
all be done whethes
thy housekt•epet
feels like it or not.
This is true- of men's




sonic way or othet
"the world's work
must be done."
This iron-clad rule is
harder on women
than it is on men. A
man -can't be as sick as a woman.
' As a mao's organization is simpler and
strOnger, it follows that his ailments are
less complicated. He is not subject to the
chances and changes, physiologically, that
come to the average woman.
If a woman in in good health there is net
more healthful empleement than house-
work. Generally speaking, there is nu hap-
pier woman in the world than the one who
so well. and busy all day long "making
home " dear ones who depend upon
her. But how different when every breath
is pain, every step torture ! This state of
health, in nine caAes out of ten comes from
derangements of the delicate. feminine or-
gans of generation. The family doctor in.
quires first cioneerning these. He most
usually insists upon an "examination "
From this the modest woinan naturally
shrinks. She is right. Excepting in very
unusual cases of " female weakness " ex.
aminations are unnecessary. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription is a simple, natural
remedy for these ills. It cures gradually,
safely, permanently. Here is one testi-
monial oat of thehisands:
"I was four year, with female weak nem.' I
took two bottles of Itr Pierce's Favorite Pre,
scription I do my house work now without
pain or faintness.- Yours truly,
(Mrs.)ct".. ..4 /2z.
Lyme Center, Grafton Co.. N. H.
Send in Cents in one-cent otamps to World's
Dispensary Medical Association, Iluffalo, N. Y.,
and receive Dr. Pierce's icoS page colitmos
Sans& bailDicat LWISk,a, profusely illustrated
Some People's Folly.
Why some persons will sutler with
the excruciating pangs of rheumatism,
when they can be so easily cured by
that greatest of pain-cures, Salvation
Oil, is past human comprehension.
That Salvation Oil does cure rheuma-
tism is evidenced by Mr. G. F. Schra-
der, Pierce, Neb., who says : "I have
used Salvation Oil and think there is
no liniment on earth like it. I had the
rheumatism for several months and.
could get no relief until I used Sal-
vation Oil, two bottles of which effected
a cure, and I feel as well as ever. No
home should be without it." Salvation
Oil is sold everywhere for 25 cents.
When dealers offer a substitute be-
ware, you'll be victimized. Iusist on
having the best, Salvation Oil.
DoctoriSay;
Bilious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic d's-
tricts are invariably accompan-
;:.-", 1:i derangements of the
Sio -nacli Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
T liver is the great
whee " in the mechanism of
man, an when it is out of order,
the u hole 'stem becomes de-
ranered and dis e is the result
6
Tutt's Li r Pills
Cure all Liver T bles.
SYPH
yfIll Wry Terme, l'imp,es, CopperUV Colored Spots, Aztme, Old Sons
'le. n In North, Balr-Yallingt Wrtt• cdeCEL
Eta CDT 807 Mmomoi t Tesarle
Seaga, fog woofs of cures. Cala
111600.000. Worst eases cured ha 1
e Mayo. 10411-piage book reef,. •
L. & N. Time Table. -
sot:TH.1
The following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. 1.4011Ift expres .6:0 7am
No. 65, accommodation  I :05 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail 5:29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail... ..... 9 :55 am
No. 54, St. Louis express. 10:28 pm
No. 56, accommodation  8 :40 pm
No, 53 makes connections at Guthrie
for Lonimville and points East. No. 55
makea connection at Guthrie for Oltulus
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896
SOUTH:BOUND,
No. 1 daily No.'3:daily.
Lv. Evaneville 6 :15 a. m] 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 6 :08 "
Lv. Corydon 7 :23 " 5 "
Lv. Morganfield 7 :55 " 6.13 • '
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 " 6 :37 "
L v. Marion 7.35 "9:21 "
Lv. Princeton 10 :21 " .40 "
Arv. Hopnineville 11 :30 noon 9 :50 p: m.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Hopkineville 5 :20 a. m. 2 :53 p. m.
Princeton 6 :37 " arrliea.'N7.: 4 :.°°45
5 :41 ''Lv. Marion 7:31 "
6 :1'7 '•Lv. DeKoven 8 :27 "
ler Morganfield 9:02 "
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 "
Lv. Henderson 9 :52 " 
7 :4121
8:07 "
Arv. Evansville 10:40 " k :55 "
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfield 9 :10 a. m. 7 :15 p. m.
Arv. Uniontown 9:35 a. m. 7:44/ m.
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. m. 5:25 p. m.
Arc. hiorgahfield 7 :50 a. m. 5 :50 p. .m.
LOCAL FREIGHT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. m.
Arv. Hopkinsville 10 :20 a. nee daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. m. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.







DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE illaugLnda I e Santod ilu'r 2$1,:ir4B. Ulldln g.
Telephone No. 132.
Hunter Wood. - Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
;Attorneys-At-Law.




dIttornev - at - Lazo,
011oe {Hopper Block, over Vanter's Bank
M. S. Meriweathet
1:10301Virimierir
Moe over Bareett's in Bummer Block
E. C. ANDERSON
Physiciall&Surgooll,
Office over' Planters Bank. Office
hours trona 9 to 11 a. in., to 4 .p. as
EDITORIAL COMMENT.
The Democratic party offers the peo-
ple) financial policy, %/ale the Re-
publican party does not, but simply
propeiseti to rem along in thee Sallie old
rut.
Carnegie, tiilay,
Morgan, Depew and Russell Sage are so
deeply concerned aleut the far nen.'
elfare tineethey scarcely bleep an hour
any night.
November 3rel., will put an end to two
industries that have flourished for the
past two or three months. The maim-
facturers of campaign buttons and the
nianufat urers of campaign lies will both
have to go out of business after that
t
Cleveland, Carlisle, Morton and 01.
ney are not °offensive partisans" ! Oh !
no, they are civil service reformers of
thee purest ray serene. Only silver men
can be guilty of "offensive partisan-
ehip" in the eyes of the present Admin-
istration.
Every money•lender in the United
States is arrayed against the free and
unlimited coinage of silver,because they
recognize the fact that there ve ould
then be so much money in the country
that they would have to accept a reas-
onable rate of intereet for- what they
lend out.
That Hanna has a wonderful amount
of nerve is shown by the fact that he
not only intends to try to buy the Amer-
teall people, but he tells them so.
The re are wine things that Mark
Hanna's moneyean• t do, find one of those.
things is, buy the State of Kentucky.
We have just enough cemfidence in the
honor, the integrity of Keutuckians to
feel that way.
The postal receipts,of the Government
fell off slightly dnring the last fiscal
year. The falling off vi as, of course,
due to the silver agitation. The eople
are waiting to buy stamps with copper
cents worth only five mills.
There are this year bolts and reverse
bolts. An Ohio Democrat, who hits
been supporting Palnier and Buakner
since their nomination by the Indianap-
olis convention, has changed his mind
anti is now oat for Frye,' and Se-wall.
That's what might be termed a reverse
bolt.
Under the present Administration
etoffensive partisanship" consists in
thinking differently from the Preeident
The people are doing some thinking
for themselves this year, and, ther lore,
we say that McKinley will not be elect:
ed.
Senator Hill is trying to outdo Mc-
Kinley in the silence business. They
ought to indcee Grover and John G. to
join them.
After a free coinage law shall have
been passed in the United States, the
eations of Europe will be very at-aeons
for a eonfereence on the silver queetion.
Having bought Powderly and the A.
P. A. and having always had Herr
Most, the Republicans imagine tiat
they have a chance to elect Mr. MeKiii-
ley.
This is rather a bad year for the po-
litical bossesa-the people are in the
saddle this time, and they will ride
rough-shod over the bosses on Novem-
ber 3rd.
Republiean leaders are kept very 1Jusy
certifying to the Democracy Of the In-
dianapolis ticket. These same aiuthori-
ties are very confident that Bryan arid
Sewall are not good Demoeratee. .
The Republicans want Uncle fOim to
hold on to the single gold standard bull
until a lot tzf foreigners help him to let
go. The people, the plain. common
people of this country will on November
3rd help Uncle Sam to let go.
The alleged deal whereby; in the
event of Mr. Bryaa's election, the Rev-
enue Collectorship is to go to the Popu-
lists as their reward for uot putting out
a candidate for Congre,ss in opposition
to Dr. Clardy originated in the brain of
some gold-bug editor in Louisville.
Abraham Lincoln, wbo has never
been regarded by even his political op-
ents as an anarchist, said : "The
can • 1 citizen must C011ft$68 that if the
policy the government is to be irre-
vocably ed by decisions of the Su-
preme Cou he people IA ill have ceased
to be their ow tilers."
Benjamin Fran n, who is gene-rally
con-ceded to have n a level-headed
man and who was neve garded as an
anarchist, said: "Want o money in a
country reduces the price of t t part of
its produce twhich is used in ade."
According to the Reepublican idea, the
want of money is a great blessing to
country.
If the stamp of the Government
makes no difference in the value of
money, why is it that during the war
between the States the paper money
bearing the stamp of the Federal Gov-
ernment would pass at somewhere
near its face value, while the money
bearing the stamp of the Confederacy
would not pass at all in many instances?
The course that the railroad compa-
nies of the country have pursued in the
present campaign will sooner or later
lead to Government supervision of rail-
roads, which is by no means a bad idea.
If the railroad companies are to disre-
gard the rights-of the people, as they
have been lately doing, then the only
way to do is for the Government to take
a hand in the matter.
Hanna is even willing to prostitute
the American flag fo partisan purposes).
He would not hesitate to go to Mt. Ver-
non and dig up the bones of George
Washington if he believed fora moment
that lie could use them to advantage in
the present campaign. If H111111.1 ever
in his life had such a thing its a con-
science, he most ceitainly laid it amide
before he started out to nominate aud
elect Mr. McKinley to the Presidency.
Scratch ahuost any gold standard Re-
publican of prominence these days and
you will find an old-time free silver man.
It was a very loud, sharp and potent
crack of the party whip that made these
remarkable conversions. No wonder
Mr. Mark Hanna thinks he runs the
earth, when at his simple command men
change the convictions of a life-time. If
these Republican politicians Intel aey
manhood left in them, they would go
out behind some house 'and have a cheap
boy to kick them for the next month for
allowing Mark Hanna to make them
stultify themselves as they have done.
The greatest difference between the
campaign being conducted by the two
partite at present is that. the Republi-
can campaign is being run entirely by
leases, while that of the Democrats is
being managed by the people. When Thc New York Journal is the only
the Republican campaign i9 mentioned,
at all the first thing said is something I 
Metropolitan paper indorsing
about Mark Hanna, or quay or motile of B
the many bossiest, but nobody ever hears
the mime of any boss mentioned in con- I
nection with the Democratic campaign a
why the imputes eof the people are rally- 
nd it daily publishes articles by
-there are none, and that's one reason
ing to the etatelaro-hearer of the Dem- 
the leadinq financiers of the country
maw/. The people are tireel of bosses, 
on both sides of the question,
awl the Republican party will find that f t
out in a few more days. "Sil
SILVER OR GOLD.
•
,Better .than either is a healthy
man is 0. K. - lis blo,s1 is kept
liver. If 4.! ,e !ler is 0. K. the
Owe, laa elhootiin perfect, and he
lat. t •-• • i ;v.! i,itelliOently
••., irio,tions
,.f tln. day. Yoli all know what to
,Ic141..0. 'Vol Lay.) . nown it for years.
It, i• : d,imons Li i.:x. Logu.iator-
For year4 ou and your fathers
!q.ivo 16tual it of sterling worth.
It is and idways has been put up
by J. Zeilin dt Co. Take
nu: I .e genuine. It has the
tr cult of the wrapper,





Ta Mutual lienefit fe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contract -
Evlrytb mg in the Cent:met.
••••.1•••••=1.
Loans and real estate are
vecialties witb us,
Office on West side North Main, near
Ooart House, Hopkinsville, Ky.
f"






It probroty needs renewing. Are It Is watch. mi.
f-eck•ed, blotched or ptelpiel. until lt oeem
repulsion Instead of attractive. 11.4'1101y akin is
always Itern• it . The sun and 14.1114.4 1.1610.1.11
soaps alai coeusetles Injure tue WW1.
Viola Cream
cleanse% nourishea sod restores the at in. making
it • ft, white flrid bentItifu: It is tt o a e.rquet,
.,,t el' up, hut removes tdomhdies. It
Larmle,s and terries Mies Just what re otatm
f..r it. The only preparation that will positis el,
root ore Frectlos, 'Tan, Sunburn ant.
Pltuples. Iltindreds of te.tiuh.ntsis frow peon:it
neut. Prim go casts • jar at druggists
0.C. B1TTNER CO.. TOLEDO, 01110.
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER


















and Healthful aid to
HICADACHE Suffer-
ers. Brings Sleep to the Sleepless. Cures Insomnia
and Nervous Prostration. Don't he fooled with worthier.
imitations. Tate ,ully CUSHMAN'S. Price, ii0o.
at all Druggists. or mailed free. AGENTS WANTED
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM "`'"e"wond•r•
ful cures of Salt Rheum, Old Sores, Cuta.V7 °undo,
Burns, Frostbites. Excela all other r-medies for
Pritw, 26c. at Druggists Book ofl Menthol
free. A ddrr.t., Cu•hrn• n Drug CO.. lime
con nes. Ind. ••aat DSAA14111/ a?. ChlostrO•
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and Illinois:Central, to Louisville, Cin,
cinnatl, Memphis, New Orleans and
point4eyond.
Lv. Hopkinisville 5:20 a. m. 2 :53 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6 :40 p. in. 7 :10 it.ni
Ar. New- Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7 :30 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11 :10 p. m
Ar. Cincinnati 6 :40 a. m
Close connection); made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
g Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free lining chair care.
B. F. tchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. . A. Agt.
Evansville, nd. Hopkinsville
JAS. I. LOTF1
PLAIN AND OR AMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY
(Formerly with Forleos & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All WOE k guaranteed,
and prices reasonarile. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention
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Specials, Recommended tot PILES.
Quirk to Relieve PAW and Reduce IsitisminatIon
Dust anteed Wrier sat 144644.4 Ion , Sheri vou her.
an oi 1.towilt.be .411rP 4,44 get Cushinazg• enthol
Halm. 1St tint Nereid attstlilog els being just
as tits Balm tile largest Box of Oint-
ment and the heat on the ntarket.
If yuti cannot get it of your drugaist mend tra- 4
fur one box I.y lsold by all leading druggist&
CUSHMAN DRUC CO.
flail? ss, I'D.... an 14..artv.rm t Alt AGO.
Je-w-Tairrata./T.-IraILTLTATA.T.,1tTat
Paducah, Ky., may well feel proud
of some of her enterprises. Meaters. D.
Wilson /k Son, of Kunble, Ky., write to
the E. E. Sutherland Medicine Coin-
pany as follows: "We write this to
certify to the wonderful and grand
good result)) from your Dr. Bell's Pine-
Tar Honey, which is aelling faster than
any medicine we ever sold. People who
never traded at our store have heard of
it and come from adjoining counties;
for it. One ease in particular is that of
Mrs. Smith Wooldridge, of this t lace,
who was to afflicted with her throat for
over two yeare that she multi not speak
above a whisper. After she used the
first bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey
she could talk as well as ever, and the
case is such a wonderful cure that her
neighbors come in to see for themselves
and are astonished to hear her talk."
All dealers sell it.
-For sale by R. 0. Hardwick.





TO READ BOTH SIDES
OF THE QUESTION ?
ryan and Sewall
ver versus Gold.
It is progressive, liberal and always
espouses the cause of the masses.
Every broad minded man should
read it, whether Republican or
Democrat.
THE NEW Rif JOlj
Daily  I Cent every where.
Subscription tor One Montb.
Including Sunday - - - - 40 cents
Two Months and a Half - - $1.00
Send subscription to
The New York Journal,
arc-Illation Department, e NEW YOU.
! To anybody hut the average Rep bli.
, can campaign speaker it would be very
embierrassing to arise befere a large
audience and make a single gold stan-
dard speoch, While the audience knew
that the mpeaker had been a free silver
nian all his life, and probably had heard
him make a free silver speech thut was
newels teeter than his wild one. lint Der
numuitientai gall the everage 1•epubli-
I can campaign speaker can't be equalled.
---,- ---- _
1 When you take cold nothing comes in
so useful ea a bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey. OW for children, good
for everybody; A remedy you can al-
ways rely tomni to cure a cough, au at-
tack of croup or other bronchial trouble.
Get a bottle to-day. •
••••••
The Democratic party has done el,e.
thing that no 'other political party in
this country has done. It has found
within ite ranks and elected to the Preft-
itleney a man :to whom the feeling of
grutitime would be a novelty, a nue,
who, judging from his actions, evict -fit-
ly ooesn't knoW there is such a word as
-gratitude" in the English language,
and the most humiliating fe at ure of the
whole businests to the party is that it
took it twelve years to find him out, to
see him as he really is.
rhP eagle, the king of all birdie! is
none, fur its keen sight, clear and dis-
tiller vieion. Ho are'those persons veho
mae Sutherland's klieg& Eye Salve 'for
weak eyeei. sitye,s, soros, of any kinda
or granulated lids. Sold by lel dealers. ;
-Fer sale by R C. Hardwick !
4 4
Mr. Bryan las right when he said
that in the piesent fight evei ything and
everybody is,. against the Democratic
party except the. people. The banks,
the railroads, the fire and life insurance.
companies, the trusts and combines and
the higher paid preachers are all Litter
in their unwarranted opposition to the
Democratic party, but that party has no
reason to fear their conabined influences,
because the people, the plain, common
people, who ate the backbone of thee na-
tion, are with it and will soe that it
triumphs at the polls on next Tuesday
weAe4n.ew theory in the treatment of
, .
coughs, lung: aud bronchiol affections
has been advaneed by the manufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All deuleas
Bell it on a poeitive guarantee.
-For sale by R. C. Hartiwitk
A Republican newspaper asks, "what
will Mr. Bryan do afterNoveuabeer 3rd?"
Thee editor etidently forgot that Mr.
Bryan would be busy from Novernher
3rd until March 4th selecting the gen-
tlemen that are to compose his Cabinet
and writing a message to send to the
Fifty-fifth Cohgress that will convene
iu extraordinary session on the day aft-
er his inauguration, and also in map-
ping out legislation that he will recom-
mend for the !consideration of Congress.
Mr. Bryan will bee a very busy man for
a little more than four years from No-
vembereard. :
Weak eye! are made strong, dim
vision is made clear; styes are removed
and granulated lids or sore eyes of any
kind may be speedily and e-ffectually
cured by the pse of Sutherland's Eagle
Eye Salve. It's put up in tubes aud
sold on a go utee by all dealers.
-F sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Mr. J. etthan, Tammany s
is of the opinion that Mr. 13ryan's
chances to carry New York are good.
He Kays that thousands upon thousands
of laboring niien in that State will vote
for Mr. Bryan bat dare not let the big
corporations for which they are working
know it. Meuy of those men, he rays,
trait among ,each other and talk with
their Taiaanany friends about the elec-
tion and that in that way lie has been
able to get political information that no
other 'politician can poesibly get. He
thinks that the workingmen of New
York, regardless of their former politi-
cal affiliations, are solidly for Mr. Bry-
an and, as they are protected by the se-
cret ballot, will vote that way. It is
greatly to be hoped that Mr. Sheehan is
is a true preelhet.
To make the complexion good and
breath sweet use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic. It purifies the blood, rids
you of malaria and is an eip-buildieg
tonic, aiding digestion. Pleasant taste
aud pleasant effect. 50c. Guaranteed
by all dealerii.
-For rale by R. C. Hardwick.
Secretaro Morton is just now getting
mad with the South, and the war has
been over thirty-two years. His anger
Was very sloialy aroused, but oh! what
a good thiog for the South that
the war is over, because if it was still in
progrees Motto!' would, single-handed,
annihilate eviary one of the States South
of the liasoni anti Dixon line. There are
a number of politteiaus like Morton, who
have been mad that they
have been on the point of
tearing the Sou'th to pieces since the
present campaign begun, but who from
the spring of' laill to April PAS were in
the very best humor imaginable, never
having a hi tali or unkind word to say
to anybody. But as soon as the war had
been brought to end these fellows began
to get mad and they have been getting
madder and'madder as thee years rolled
on until they' now;want to march ou the
South and slaughter everybody.
"Be regular and punctual in all
things" was one of the old maxims,
taught long ago. The last is not for-
gotten, but the first is scarce remember-
ed, so irregular is the life of 11.108t people
nowadays. The only eorrector of this
evil is Simmons Liver Regulator, which
keeps the liver active anti prevents the
ills of irregular living. Dyspepsia, Bil-





Poe Tired, Aching, Irritated Feet is •
warm both wath
CUTICURA SOAP
and • gentle anointing with CUTT-
LI RA ,olutmentl, the great skin curt.
TM, treatment atlas, itching and Irrt-
tat l•,n, so•dhes (nfisnintation and
painful swellings of the Joints. soft-
ens hard. rourhened shim and purl-
Sec the perstriration.
geld threorhout the wro.'d Porsaa
bat u • Cuts. Coat 1/0•44111.
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i ARIA Aril) HAMMER SODA I
a t‘ te. in
Costs nO Mire than ,.-..;ier package soda-tgaSerspiai:s 14:I in packages. roar -urn versany acklowled,;e1 purest 1M tbe world. :
• o
a Nadc only by CHURCH & CO., flew York. Sold by rrocers everywhere. II
• •
Write for Arm and Hammer Hoot of valuable Recipes 10117EZ.sa n
I) 2geole•1011•30901101.•11•11•Ma2•1111101.• ..... dimakaa••• 
;.1=%'%'".%V. Holme741 EA Ly
I
says that music is an ever.sovereign
Win. And so it is, thank Mercy,
for sore spirits. But for the aches,
puns and weaknesses of the body
Johnsona Belladonna Plaster is bet-
ter. It soothes, warms. comforts
end heeds. It seeks out the cause of
the trouble and sets it right. It con- ,
tains virtues old a!, history, yet never 1
before So combined as to ,be of the I
highest practical efficacy. Note the I
Red Crow on all the genuine. , I
Joitesios a JOHNSON, '





Silver Mons. an Era of
iliccs.
And Rising and Well Sus-
tained Wages.
While Gold Means Cheap
Commod:tiLs.
With Less Wor:.
ish, d I .
r
One of Detroit'.
eta assures The Tri ei.. , .
pany makes note e: z le ep
works in operatioa. but ?simply lie, -
its trade together, hoping for better
terns. Suppome times do not iinprove.
as reason teaches t asor cannot if present
eametary cued:time ‘Iltinne, hit, on
tite other hand, grow nee from y ar
to year, how long can mai ?Lecturers be
e xpected. to CATly 01J their works at a
lOSS?
Will the time not come when wages
will Le cut to the level of the "pauper
labor" of the gold standard countries of
Europe? How can it be otherwise?
How much will the workingmen
-teen bo benefited by the cheapness of
commodities if their wages are cut Pro-
portionately with the prices of the fruits
of their labor? The gold advocates de-
light to harp upon the great purchasing
power of the workunie's wage-a under
the gold standard, but how long will it
be ere that great purchasing power will
apply to wages as well as to everything
else? The workiugnian is better off' with
a high wale of wages, even if the cost
of food aud clothing also he high, as by
prudence and eteenowy lie can manage
to save something out of ft high wage
wbere he cannot out of a lower one.
Silver means au era of higher prices and
well suneiucel wages, while gold means
ap commodities, precariously Plft-
ployed lubor and sooner cr later dimin•
ished wages.
Men rimy be satisfied with their 'pres-
ent condition, bat how long will it last
if things go from bad to worse, as they
threaten to do if the present monetary
status is perpetuated? The interest of
the workingman, up les. thin that of
his employer, lies in snch acoudition of
general prosperity that his labor be•
cones profitable to the employer.
The goldites are profuse in aesnrances
that wages will not advance under a
silver bosis, although they are ready
enough to admit that all products of la-
bor will go up. Why should wages not
advance. if there is a profit to the em-
ployer warranting it? That they will
not in puree assumption, without any
basis of reason. When employers are
making money, they are not likely to
quibble) about wages and incur the haz-
ard of strikes. It is impressible now-
adapt that tlify can be prosperous and
their employees not share iu the pros-
perity.
Employers may and very often do as
sure their men that the gold standard it
the best thing for their mutual inter-
est& In many oases they are no doubt
sincere, but in more they associate the
silver movement with labor aggression
and oppode silver to keep labor down.
But in any case the judgment of the av-
erage employer is not neoeesarily any
more to be relied upon than that of one
of his workmen. The average bushiest)
man is not a student He knows noth-
ing of the phi Inaptly of the money ques-
tion. He gets his cue from his hanker,
who in turn is inspired by the Morgans,
Belnionts and Roths hilds, the money
kings, whose consent even the czar of
Russia has to ask before he eau perform
so plain an act of sovereignty as to dic-
tate war. The advice of the employer is,
hence, not always disinterested and rep-
resentative of his own well considered
view&
The average workingman is fully as
oompetent to form an intelligent opin-
ion on the issues of thee day as any bank-
er or manufacturer. It is his duty as a
citizen to vote on his own beet judg-
ment, and it is not at all improbable
that ere Many moo( hs Neve d his
employer may thank him for disregarei
lug him ante-election advice.-Detroo
Tribune.
Twenty years of profound peace
and abundant hart eete tone-
lite the (-mow of' univer
tress. 'Phi. ilf.t.aly or ch -
fillloWsi the centionotis Lice -
el the pure-hoeing pouer oleo:
ey cortainly as night follou
IF TOO POSITIVELY
Knew and was thoroughly eonvinced
that you retold buy one remedy that
would replace ull the old sticky, greasy
lihments, parageric, ;Bateman's drops,
Jamiva Ginger, camphor. Godfrey's
cordial and such like., we believe you
would gladly pay two or three dollars
for a bottle. Well, such a remedy hare
been discoverel, but it only costs 2:-,c a
bottle. Lightning Hot Drops is thee
sovereign remedy for all kinds of pains,
external and internal, rheumaiiisin and
neuralgia, cramps, cholera morbns,
diarrhoea, sunnier complaint. wind
the stomach, indigestion and all like
ailments, and we tell you upon our
honor that Lightning Hot Drupe will
give inetant relief in all such affections
when used as directed. It is iniportant
that the directions be carefully observed
aud a cure will quickly follow ; anti RO
sure are we this is true that your drug-
giet will give you your money back if
you get no relief. Now if Lightning
Hot Drops didn't do as stated, wee could
not afford to sell it on such very liberal
term. We know that Lightning Hot
Drops is a great medicine for all forme
of painful affections. Lightning Hot
Drops is all right in every respect and
will do just a.s we gay; but if it should
fail to give yore relief go back to your
druggist and get your money. Be sure
to go by directions anti relief will fol-
low. If you don't need it to-day get a
bottle anyway, as it is a good thing to
have in the house, iu the shop. in the
office, on thee work-bench or in the grip.
It is splendid for change of water. If
one of your peitonal friends were to tell
you all we have said you, no doubt you
would get a bottle at once. Now, let
us be that friend, for we tell you in
dead earnest that every word wee have
said is true-absolutely true. We are
honest and sincere in our statemente.
Lightning Hot Drops is prepared may
by us and no honest druggist will try to
get you to take something else, and





Mr. (Rho G Lauder is very ill at his
home on North Main street. His many
friends earnestly hope that he may rap-
idly and permanently recover from his
sickness.
•••••••
The new chilli cure, Dr. Bell's Pep-
permint Chill Tonic, looks better, metes
oetter, acts better and is better than
any other. All dealers guarantee it to
cure.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM ;
Cleaver ahd tr.:till. the hair.
Promote. a losortaat growth.
Natter Palls to Restore Ora) .
Hair to its Youthfu, Color.
Lltrea seals dowses a hair ta.r.g.
$ I ,4.442 Deuggi.r.
I se rker'e ()Inger euic. cure. wuret Coo.:
Weak 1.4.411, Deh..isr.lrataeauon. pion, I ake o 4.1•
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FOR I ll IN PEOPLE
ARE YOU THIN1
Fle,h nutde a Ith Thinacurn Tweet* toy a,
acleti 1 Ile lin orteSs. They erente perfect an-
siiiillation of es yry for of f,nal. •eerel log the
purls tool discarding Ito Worthless. !
Thyy make thin pl p iind round out
the Ilgure. 'the tire the
STANDARD REMEDY
loe111114.104, C4411411111 I II 44 tit, til"%ell IC , ane ab-
solo toj tutrinle.s.
Prtyy, prepaid. $1, tt fiwr
partwhie-I, -ID • A. tir e.tieee free,
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AVeg e table Preparation for As-
ting therood and Reg tra-
tin,g the Stemarlis and Bowels of
INFAN-isacc nettittiv
Promotes Digestion,CheerfuI-
















ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Tat Simile Signature of
NEW -YORK.














Outoria is rt ep in oneerlas bottles oaly. It
is not sold in balk. Don't allow anyaw to all
you aort.Inng elm on tie plea ez promise Umit
is "Itst as good " aad "wilS answer teary pur-






.4ccessibly, Healthful, Xine &hoots, Thorou,fh
Instruction, NO Saloons, Expenses ilodsrate.
For illustrated catalogue, address
W. S. Ryland, - - President.
rir'rit" MA, Renshaw& Son
1 '
.Lk,
nice line ot pretty turnouts always on han•:. Uall on





Lumber Planing Mil .
Women's Eyes
are the severest judgeel a tailor has.
They'll find a slight ifit's hidden be-
tween the lining and theteloth. this
establishment We do meek than to try to
p rfectly please our pat:tome-we go so
far as to try to please °tn. patron's fem-
inine relatives. That isewhat brings as
numeireus orders-that is "by we are
always busy-that is why wee can make
stylish, finely fitting. elegOnt clothes
for p25. Let us talk to you about that
new suit.
CLARK, "The tailor."
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. . A. GI, LANGHAX
0 AL
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GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
C. 11, LAYNE
Liver, Feed & Sale
Stable!














OUR SUPPLY consiSting of all the latest fabrics-in
Scotch, London Specialfq Crepes, Tweeds and Dress
Worsteds-is unequaled by any house, hence we are always
ready and up-to-date in meeting the
DEMANDS OF THE
MOST FASTIDI9 S....
THERE IS NO STRIMIENCY in our mar et-ezee
want of miiney-and our ?tiers are marked 104 on "met
suits in order to "swell" on: bank account. 1 u would do
well to see our
S6, ¶7 and ¶8 TROUSERS.
The battle guarantee which goes with our $35, $40 and
$50 snit... la -uhatantially carried out in the r,alit -up of our
*25 suits.
IMO Iv a•••• woo*. rums.= Ropkinaville, Ky. HOTEL LATHAM
LLY & C., nisirds.
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